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TODAY:
Sunny.
High: 80.
Low: 50s.

THE MURRAY STATE

SATURDAY: Dry. High:
70s. Low: 50s.
SUNDAY: Dry. High:
70s. Low: 50s.

September .12, 1997
Vol. 73, No. 3 .

Source: National Weather Service

Celebrating 70 years as the Student NeNSpaper of Murray State University
News

Senator,
alumnus
dies
.

Murray City Police and the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department are enforcing
drunk driving laws more
strenuously.

8

Seepage

Sigma Tau
Gamma president Billy
Collins states
that the hazing
that occurred
at another chapter does not
occur here.

Seepage

5

OurWorlct
College life is harried enough
without the added burden of
a family and all that comes
with it. Some non-traditional
students manage to juggle
both classes and children,
but with a little help from
faculty and local day care the
task Is made easier.
Seepage

6

Collegel!/e
We all know that enrollment
and retention are higher
than they have ever been.
But who makes up the student body? More simply put,
who are we? Check out the
breakdown of the student
population and get a feel for
why some have chosen MSU
as home.
Seepap,e

10

Sports
After playing
three OTs,
the football
team suffered a close
defeat at the hands of Western Kentucky University Saturday night in Bowling
Green.
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See pap,e

Kern Alexander, University president.
"Murray State was one of his principal
loves, and we felt the same way about
him. It's a great loss. He was a most outstanding
person."
BY C.D. BRADLEY
Gene Garfield, a professor at MSU,
EOITOI-IN-CHIEF
was a close friend of Green's.
"He was a student of mine, and so was
Jeff Green was remembered this week
his
wife," he said. "They met when Jeff
for his public service, his work on behalf
worked
here and she was involved in
of Murray State and his love for his
Student
Democrats. In class I talk
family . .
about the honesty of politicians, but
Green, state senator from Mayfield,
was found dead Friday morning after an everybody that knew Jeff Green knew
he was an honest man."
apparent heart attack. He was 43.
Green, who was elected First District
The outpouring of grief was swift and State Senator in 1992 after the retireprofound.
ment of Sen. Greg Higdon , graduated
"He loved his family, Murray State from MSU in 1976. He had been a memUniversity, and state government," said ber of the MSU Alumni Association

-Government: State senator and
MSU alumnus Jeff Green died of
an apparent heart attack Friday.
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Jeff Green, state senator from Mayfield,
died Friday at the age of 43.

Back Yard
food chain
to expand
•Business: Back Yard
Burgers, which has a Paducah location, will be
opening a new restaurant
in Murray.
BY BRIAN HENSON
SrAFF Warna

With the closing of Pony
Express and Hart Deli, students at MSU have an even
more limited choice of places to
eat in Murray. However, at
least one company, Back Yard
Burgers, has recognized the
need for something more.
"One of the main reasons we
decided to build in Murray is
because of people from (down
there) coming in and saying,
'Hey, you should build one of
these in Murray,m said Chris
Driver, co-owner of Back Yard
Burgers in Paducah and recent
Murray State graduate.
According to Driver, the construction of a Back Yard Burgers franchise in Murray is
•pretty much a done deal."
Plans have been made to
build behind Video Gold and
the Dixieland Shopping Center
located on Chestnut Street. An
old garage now occupies the lot
where the franchise will be
located.
This will place the new
restaurant close to Stewart
Stadium and within ~alking
distance anywhere on campus.
"One of the main things we
like about this location is that
it is visible from just about any
building on campus," Driver
said.
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Walkin' the dog

Franchise rights have been
secured from Murray as well as
the Back Yard Burgers Corporation, and the company has
also met with the City Zoning
Commission, which approved
the location.
Construction is slated to
begin in the spring of 1998,
with completion schedul,ed for
the middle or end of summer.
It's estimated that construction
will take 90 to 100 days.
Driver also said that the
Murray Back Yard Burgers
will be about 25 percent larger
than the Paducah franchise,
seating around 100 people.
The addition of Back Yard
Burgers will also add several
jobs to the local economy. The
restaurant will call for 45 to 50
employees. Some full time and
several part time positions will •
be available.
Although there are several
other established restaurants
in town, Driver seems confident that Back Yard Burgers
will not have any trouble competing.
"I feel like we'll do really well
there in Murray," he said.
"There really isn't any (fast
food) place there that will serve
the quality of food we have."
John Williams, from the
Murray Chamber of Commerce, seems enthusiastic
about the new business as well.
"We welcome any new business to Murray," he said. "We
like to have the retail community built up. 1 look forward to
Chris Weathl'dy/Senior Photographer
them coming to Murray and I
Robin Bunch, senior nursing major from Madisonville, takes her dog Oscar, a Shih-tzu,
hope (they) have a lot of sucfor a walk around the Quadrangle.
cess here."

- -

-

Regents majority female for ·first time
•Regents: For the first board by Gov. Paul Patton Aug.
time ever, MSU's Board of 15. Beverly Ford of Benton has
also been reappointed.
Regents has a majority of
AJso serving on the board for
female members.
the first time this year will be
BY

C.D. BRAt>LEY

EOITOR-IN•(HIEF

Newsf\/un tbe1:'

Board of Directors since 1985 and
served as its president during the 199192 term.
His colleagues were also stunned by
the tragic news.
"I wns in Frankfort when I heard
about it," said Freed Curd, state representative from Calloway County.
"Everybody was shocked and some had ..
tears in their eyes. It's a big loss to the
state, and of course to his family. Jeff
was good to work with and he was a·
good senator."
Green seemed to have a personal bond
with those he came into contact with.
· '"He made everybody feel like they
were his best friend," Garfield said.

Murray State's Board of
Regents meeting today will be
important for more than the
usual reasons. For the first
time in its history, the board
will have more women on it
than men.
Olivia Burr of Paducah and
Elizabeth McCoy of Hopkinsville were appointed to the

Lori Dial, staff member in the
Admissions and Registrars
Office, who was elected to a
three:year term in the spring
by the University staff.
Burr, McCoy, Ford and Dial
will join Marilyn Buchanan,
who was appointed last summer and Faculty Regent
Nancey France.
"This is actually the first year
that Murray State University
has had more women than men

on the Board of Regents," Dial
said. "I think it adds more
diversity. I'm excited about this
year."
The appointment of Burr and
McCoy and the election of Dial
to the board means of the
board's 11 members, four will
be newcomers this year.
Todd Earwood, who was
elected Student Government
Association president last
semester, will serve as a regent
for this school year.
"The best aspect of these
board members is that each
wants to improve our University and our student's college

experience," Earwood said.
"The members of the board
have impressed me with their
dedication to the University
and to the students' needs."
Murray State President Kern
Alexander expressed excitement at the composition of the
new board.
"We've got a very good
board," he said. "This board can
certainly provide us with the
leadership we need to keep
moving ahead."
Dial, who has a business education degree from ~!SU, has
been employed by the University since 1980, and had been a
1

member of Staff Congress for
five years prior to election as a
regent .
Burr is a school counselor for
the Paducah City Schools who
has social work degrees from
MSU and the University of
Louisville. She will serve out
the remainder of the late
Richard Lewis' term. The term
ends June 30, 2001.
McCoy works in banking in
Christian County. She holds
both bachelor and masters
degrees from the University of
Kentucky. Her tenn ends in
Please see REGENTS/20
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False fire alarms
plague buildings
across campus

Buried treasure
Wickliffe Mounds
Wickliffe Mounds Is
looking for a few interest·
ed people to volunteer for
an upcoming event. They
are featuring the Native
American dance troupe
and the First Nation
· Dancers Sept. 20 and 21 .
Volunteers are needed
for several jobs including
set·up and take down each
day, on·site go-fers, setting
up the dancers' breakroom and assisting with
traffic control. Hours and
length of time needed for
each of these jobs varies.
Benefits of volunteering
include free admission for
families to the performances.
To volunteer or obtain
more Information, contact
Wickliffe Mounds research
Center at (502)325-3681 .

NationBri~fs
Surgeon .General
warns against drug
Dr. Sheldon Laine who
prescribed the drug Redux
for weight loss has
stopped after Surgeon
General warning that it
can damage heart values.
He believes only some
obese diabetic patients
should take the drug.

Burgess Meredith
dies at 89

l

Actor Burgess Meredith
died Tuesday at his home
in Malibu after suffering
from
melanoma
and
Alzheimer's disease.
best
Meredith was
known as Mickey in the
Rocky movies and as the
Penguin in the 1960's Batman television show.
He was nominated twice
for Oscars for supporting
actor in "Day of the
Locust" in 1975 and
"Rocky" in 1976. He did
not win either time.
Another unforgettable
TV role was when he
played a nearsighted booklover in the "Twilight

Zone."
After a nuclear blast he
Is the last one alive, but is
happy to read witout
lnteruptlon until he breaks
his glases.

Canada destroys
lands mines, hopes
to influence others
Canada will destroy all of
Its land mines' this fall in
hopes of prodding other
coutries involved in negotiating a worldwide ban on
the weapons to so the
same,
said
Llody
Axowothy, Candian foreign minster.
' The governm~nt negotiators are meeting in Olso
to prepare a draft treaty
prohibiting the manufacture, sale, and use of antipersonnel mines.
Some major countires,
such as China and Russia
are not involved, and the
United States is seeking
modification to the proposed treaty.

Complied by joke Burgess.
Assistant News Editor

•Safety: False fire alarms
Murray State also prohibits
"tampering with or
in residential colleges and
removing
fire alarms, fire
academic buildings can
extinguisher,
exit signs or
result in misdemeanor
other safety equipment,"
charges.
according to the Student
Bv

) AKE

BURGESS

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOII

Seth Dixorv'Staff

Ke n ny G ibson a nd W ill Futrell, Unive rsity grounds workers, plant rriums in front of
Wilso n Hall early this week in preparation for Homecoming fe stivities.

Parking options, Woods
Hall discussed at initial
campus roundtable
-campus concerns: Student leaders meet to identify campus problems and
discuss possible solutions..
Bv jASON KEMP
STAFF WRITER

Parking steered into the
·forefront earlier this week
when presidents and leaders
of various student organizations met to discuss campus
issues.
Those gathered in Freed
Curd Auditorium Tuesday
evening discussed parking
options ranging from more
parking lots to not allowing
freshmen to have cars on
campus.
The suggestion of disallowing private transportation, however, was countered by a member of the
discussion group who said
Murray does not have
enough public transportation for the University to
justify not allowing students
to have vehicles on camp\.lS.
It was this type of discussion that Todd Earwood,
organizer of the meeting and
Student Government Association President, said he
had hoped for.
"We (leaders) hear a lot of
what the campus problems

are through word of mouth,"
he said. "Communication is
a problem; and when there
is no feedback, it makes it
hard to figure out where to
go and how to adrlTess
things when they come up.
That's why a president's
roundtable meeting is a
good opportunity for student
representatives to bring out,
discuss and help act on
issues."
Earwood said he wasn't
worried
about
sparse
turnout at the first meeting,
adding that he hopes to see
the attendance increase as
the semester progresses.
Earwood added that he is
trying to get President Kern
Alexander to speak to the
group at next month's
round-table session in order
for the student leaders and
representatives to voice
their concerns.
Some other issues discussed during the meeting
included:
• Phoneb ooks. Although
Earwood did not receive
much response when he
asked for any suggestions to
remedy the phonebook situation on campus this year,
he maintained that SGA
will most likely not be
involved in putting out the
student directory anymore
because of backlash from

students upset with mis'takes and omissions in the
directories.
• Woods Hall. A question
was raised by a member of
the discussion group as to
what is being done with the
building. More specifically,
the student wanted to know
whether Woods Hall is going
to be turned into a residential college or whether it
will be used for other purposes.
Earwood said the University is in the process of carpeting and remodeling the
first floor of the building in
order to build a computer
lab for international students that will house
approximately 40 computers.
Earwood said the reason
the University is opening a
computer lab for international students only is to
accommodate the tuition
they pay, which he said can
be, as much as thre~ time~
more than what an m -state
student would pay.
A Caribbean student commented that most of the
computer labs on campus
are always filled and it is
not fair that international
students don't have the best
accomodations for "little"
things like access to a computer.

Big Lots ·possible te_
n ant
for old K-Mart building
'

•New tenant: Big Lots
retail store has announced
plans to open a Murray
store..
Bv )AsoN KEMP
STAFF WRITER

Although City of Murray
officials have not confirmed
official plans for the opening
of a Big Lots retail store, a
representative for Consolidated Stores Corp., which
operates the Big Lots chain,
says the retail store will
come to Murray in November.
Eric Gecsi, an advertising
accounts coordinator for
Consolidated Stores Corp.,
said the corporation plans to
open a Murray branch Nov.
19.

He said the former K-Mart
building, located at 700 U.S.
highway 641, will be renovated for the Big Lots retail
store. The vacant building
is one of Murray's largest
empty retail buildings. Renovations are expected to
begin approximately six
weeks prior to the proposed
opening date.
Consolidated Stores Corp.,
based in Columbus, Ohio,
boasts it is the country's
most successful close-out
retailer.
Gecsi said the corporation
buys surplus goods from a
manufacturer.
These
include goods that are available due to product or packaging changes, manufacturer's overruns, discontinuations, liquidations and bankruptcies.

The corporation then sells
the merchandise to customers at reduced prices.
Gecsi said Big Lots stores
offer merchandise such as
basic housewares, table
tops, automotive, tools, jewelry, hardware, home decor,
paper products, clothing and
other domestics. but that
merchandise varies from
store to store in order to
meet the needs of each community.
William G. Kelley, chairman and chief executive officer of Consolidated Stores
Corp., said the Big Lots
store will employ approximately 40 Murray residents.
"Each of our stores boasts
an average sales of more
than $2.5 million, which will
help boost the local community."

Let's face it - school is
stressful. After adjusting
your lifestyle to coincide
with that of your roommate,
and finally getting into a
routine with classes, the last
thing you need is a fire
alarm blasting into your day
at any given moment.
This semester alone, 17
false fire alarms have been
set off in academic buildings
and Residential Colleges.
Two of the fire alarms were
activated by someone sounding the alarm at a pull station.
Joe Green, director of Public Safety, warns students
against causing false fire
alarms.
The Kentucky
Revised Statutes states that
falsely reporting a fire is a
Class A misdemeanor.
An individual commits the
misdemeanor when he
knowingly causes a false
alarm of fire to be transmitted to any organization that
deals with emergencies
involving danger to life or
property.
Green reminded students
that if an individual is
injured upon exiting the
building during a false
alarm, the perpetrator could
be charged with a felony.

Life Handbook.
Recently, the Applied Sci·
ence Building was hit with a
rash of false alarms. In a
one 24-hour span three false
alarms were reported.
The first alarm occurred
at 1:54 a.m., with the second
alarm reported at 7:13a.m .. ,
and thelast alarm reported
at 11:15 p.m .. Each time the
Murray City Fire Deparment had to be called in to
check the building.
To update fire safety
equipment in older campus
buildings, the University
began replacing equipment,
starting with the residential
colleges.
Over the summer, smoke
detectors were installed in
each room of the four lowrise residential college
buildings
including
Springer-Franklin, Clark
and Richmond.
Larry Anderson, assistant
director of environmental
safety and health, said new
alarm systems will be
installed in the nine academic buildings in January.
Panels will be wired into
each alarm so that as one ·
alarm sounds it will trigger
all alarms in the same building.
Anderson said when more
funds become available, ·
more buildings will be
updated.

Unity Day focuses
on cultural sharing
with school leaders
•Picnic: Unity Day will be
The picnic, which lasts
from
2 to 5 p.m. in the
held tomorrow to bring
Quad
will
include a variety
of
together
students
of
activities
and speakers
diverse backgrounds..

to entertain students.
Games will include Taboo,
Pictionary, Guesstures,
dominoes and various card
BY DENISE H IGGINS
ASSISTANT COWCE l1Ff EDITOR
games.
Speakers will include:'
Tomorrow you can eat, Todd Earwood, Student
~rink and be merry. It's all
Government Association
free at the annual Unity president; Rush Trowel,
Day picnic.
Black Student GovernUnity Day is an attempt ment president; Jane
to bring students of all dif- Etheridge, counselor with
ferent backgrounds and Counseling and Testing
lifestyles together and give Services; Don Robertson,
them a chance to meet, vice president of student
said Renee Rowland, direc- affairs; and Karina Noble,
tor of African American International
Student
Student Services/Ethnic vice-president.
Programs.
.
Rowland feels that Unity
"We want people to real- Day is an important step
ize your college experience in the right direction.
is a learning experience,''
"Sometimes when you
she said. "You do most of look at racism and sexism,
your learning outside of people will think that
the classroom. We are try· there's not anything we
ing to teach students can do to change,'' she said.
that.. .if we could focus on "But if we look our ourour similarities rather selves and how we treat
than our differences, we the next person, we will •
could learn a lot from each have an impact on our 1
other."
country."

New report shows graduate
•
students need higher salaries·
STAFF R EPORT

A study published by the
Education Resourses institute,
one of the larger lenders for
student loans, and the Institute of Higher Education Policy, a think tank, showed debt is
what most graduate students

take with them, along with
their diploma.
The report, cited in the June
13 issue of The Chronicle of
Higher Education states that
loan debt averages $64,000 per
student and blames it for the
large amount of unemployment
among professional students.
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PoliceBeat
September4
1 :20 a.m. Noise complaint was reported in the area around the Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity house on Main Street.
5:07 a.m. Jason Klippel was arrested for DUI and lodged in the Calloway
County Detention Center.
8:36 a.m. Michael Sullivan reported the theft of a cordless telephone from a
room in the old Baptist Church Building.
9:59 a.m. Truck and car accident reported behind the Applied Science
Building. No injuries were reported.
4:58 p.m. Auto accident reported near Regents College. No injuries were
reported.
September 5
2:15a.m. Brandon E. Adams arrested for DUI. He blew a 3.25 blood alcohol level. He was detained the Calloway County Detention Center.
8:40 a.m. Vehicle belonging to Marcerullo Elwynn Byars, non student, losl
brakes and ran into the gate fence at Facility Management area. He was
charged with operating a vehicle on a suspended license and having no
insurance.
9:53a.m. Ambulance dispatched to the second floor of the Curris Center. A
woman had fainted and she was transported to the Murray Calloway County Hospital.
10:30 a.m. Joseph Mehr was arrested by the Calloway County Sheriffs
office on a warrant.
11 :02 a.m. Report of a person behind Franklin College of a someone shouting and cursing. Officer found no one in the area. The person returned to the
area and was advised to leave campus. The individual was not a student.

Chris Weatherly/Senior Photographer

Nathan Steele, a senior from Louisville, takes advantage of the cooler temperature on Wednesday by passing a Fris·
bee to his friends standing near by in the quadrangle.

·Program to help pay for tuition .
STAFF REPORT

Students and potential students who are concerned with
how to pay for
post-secondary education may find a
new tuition-aid program of
interest.
The Work For Education
· Foundation was founded to
-J create a sense of responsibility within individual for their
, own future and to demonstrate the benefits of working.
t
The Foundation, a non-profit corporation, was established in 1995 by Paducah

resident, Jack Butler.
"There is a definite need to
empower students in high
school and beyond to realize
that they can make their own
future, that their individual
efforts can improve their
lives," Butler said.
"Due to increasing costs of
higher education and a reduction in available government
funding options, a growing
portion of out population is
unable to pursue any form of
higher education," he said.
"These forms of include college, community college, vo-

tech and allied health training.''
The program provides participants a service where 50
cents of each hour's salary is
sent to the financial institution where it is d~posited is
an account for that student.
The financial institution then
transfers an equal amount to
match the Foundation's contribution into the student's
account. The money accumulates with interest until the
student wants to use it for
some form of higher education. The student presents a

bill from the educational
institution and the financial
institution issues a check to
the school.
The
local
McDonald's
restaurants are offering this
program to all of their
employees.
"We are so pleased to participate in Work For Education and be able to offer this
opportunity to our employees," said Mike Love, local
owner/operator of the program.
For more infonnation call
(502) 554-4002.

September &
12:17 a.m. Fire alarm activated on the first floor of Hart College. No fire
reported.
4:27 a.m. Jason C. Adams arrested for DUI and Mark H. Chambers arrested for alcohol intoxication. Both were taken to the Calloway County Deten·
tion Center.
12:22 p.m. Smoke detector pulled from the ceiling on the first floor of
Franklin College.
9:00 p.m. Complaint of skateboarders around Waterfield Library.
10:15 p.m. Christie Collins reported theft of $40 In a cash box In the Curris
Center Theater. The box was later found In the stairwell.
September7
8:35 p.m. Citation issued for Ryan H. Williams for expired license plate.

'

September 8
3:36 p.m. Ambulance dispatched to Stewart Stadium for coach Billy
McDaniels who was experiencing chest pains. He was treated in the training
room and drove himself to the hospital for tests.
9:08 p.m. Auto accident reported near Winslow Cafeteria. Minor damage
reported but no injuries.
10:25 p.m. Megan Kiser reported that she hit the access gate to the south
end of the mall at 15th Street and Olive Blvd. She reported damage to her
windshield only. The accident occurred approximately 2 p.m.
September 10
3:13 a.m. Ambulance dispatched to Faculty Hall following a 911 call for a
person in an insulin coma. Person responded to treatment at the scene and
refused additional medical assistance.
Racer Escorts - 29
Motorist Asslsts-8
Information for Police Beat gathered and compiled by Jake Burgess, assis~
tant news editor, from materials available to the Public Safety office. •

.
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Alpha Omtcron Pt
The sisters of
'

would like to welcome the
Fall t 997 New Member Class!

~

.

Ne~!

Lunch and Dinner
Bullet
a.m. · 2 p.m. Daily
S p.m. • 9 p.m. Nightly
11

Melissa Baker
sarah Beyer
Elizabeth Bray
Keesha Bridgeman
Kelly Connor·
Emilee Dale
Sarah Elliot
sara jane Ginn
Danielle Glover
Whitney Harris
sarah Hawkins
Liza Jane Hayes
Karen HiD
Lisa Holt
Kathryn Hurt
Rachel Hutson
Holly jennings
Kristin Johnson
Kelli jones

julia Krampe
Jennifer Langford
Emily Lanier
Kim Moody
Kiley Newell
Riann Oppenheimer
Julie orr
Natalie Peek
casey Powell
Amber Reed
Amanda Salpietra
Allison smith
Chrissy Stubblefield
Lindsay Tuggle
stephanie ward
Amanda Watson
Amanda White
Keenan Williams

(Milk a

·Free Refills·
Hot Chocolate excluded)

Special Introductory
Buffet Price

Lunch $4.49
Dinner $5.49

. ~

Large var1ety\
of Pizza
& Pasta
complete
~
Salad Bar rtJ
Desserts

.,
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What makes a good

professor?

Name: Jenny
McKay

Major:
Journalism
Year: Junior

Hometown:
H'u ntingto n, Tenn.

"One who is
willing to take time to sit
down with student s one-onone and listen to them."
Name: Rebecca
Yarbrough
Major: Physical
therapy
Year: Freshman

Hometown:
Kevil

Sep~ber

11, 1997

Green will be missed by many

College Vieu)s

Q•

The Murray State News
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Until last Friday, the name Jeff
Green did not mean much to many
of us.
Green, a Kentucky state senator
from Mayfield, was found that morning dead of a heart 'attack at the
ridiculously young age of 43, leaving
behind a wife and two young children
and almost definitely a very promising political career.
The expected remembrances
appeared, yet something was different. The tone and the attitude
behind them was not the same.
There was a sincerity which we have
come not to expect from those in
the public eye, the feeling t hat maybe
this tragic event and the response
went beyond the normal respect
paid to those who in life attef!lpted
to serve the public.
Usually. when a public figure dies,

taught Green said, ''He made everybody feel like they were his best
friend." Well, it showed. People who
Issue:
knew him, even those who rarely
Kentucky state senator, Jeff Green,
show emotlon in their public perdies suddenly at age ~3 from a
sona, seemed to have no qualms.
heart attack
about doing so in this case. They all
Position:
spoke of the bond they felt with
Jeff G reen's death resulted no t only Green, his honesty, his ability, his
in the loss of a good senator, but a
tirelessness in serving his congood man.
stituents.
Even after Green knew he was
we hear the same o ld cliches: "This sick, he didn't slow down. He always
is a terrible loss," "So and so can't be was smiling and in good spirits,
replaced," and other such t hings, and according to Kern Alexander, MSU's
they are meant generally, but not president who said he considered
perso nally. And yet, in this case, Green a good friend.
Garfield, a professor w ho makes
there was something more, something that made us care about a man clear his distrust of most politicians,
we had known so little about.
said Green was the only candidate he
Gene Garfield, political science ever gave money to, and that "everyprofessor at Murray State who body that knew Jeff G reen knew he

Our ~'ieuJ

was an ho nest man." He called
G reen's death a loss "for MSU and
humanity in general."
Stat e senators, generally speaking.
don't have a great deal of power,
especially those fro m a small-town
district like o urs. Yet all those who
came into contact with Green knew
he was something special. He had
that certain something which drew
peo ple t o him, and because of the
perso n he was, they stayed with him
thro ughout his caree r and mo urned
him in his death.
Some people say Jeff Green could
have bee n gove rno r one day. Almost
all wo uld agree he was headed to
bigger t hings. Yet the first t hing people who knew him say was that he
was a goo d man, which is a much
nobler goal t han any political
achievement ever could be .

~

My

~

" One that's laid
back and easy with grades:'

View
jENNIFER
SACHARNOSKI

Name: Valentino
Williams
Major: Business
management
Year: Sophomore

Growing
old not
so bad

Hometown:
Nassau, Bahamas

" One that's caring and does not make simple
things seem complex . and
knows his subject well."
Name: Will

RCs improving retention

Jerome

Major: Business
administration
Year: Sophomo re

Hometown:
Madisonville

"One who
knows the students personally
and is always there if they
need help."
Name: Brian
Bridgeman

Major: O ccupation~l

Safety and
Health
Year: Senior

The Residential College system has
accomplished all it could hope to within
one year of the program's beginning.
The two main goals of the program
were higher retention rates among students and increased student involvement.
The success of the system is most
impressive when examining the retention
rate. In just two years retention has risen
an outstanding I 0 percent. The largest
increase was among freshmen.
The increased retention rate goes handin-hand with the increased student
involvement. Each of the colleges are now
able to offer sports clubs, activities and

Our \lieu;
Issue:
The retention rate has risen I 0 percent in two years.

Position:
The RC system has sparked student
involvement and helped with student
retention rates.
special events that keep the students
interested. These groups inspire a cameraderie with the students from their col·
lege by initiating competition between

colleges.
The students of Hart College are currently planning a trip to Current River.
The students of Hester College have initiated a Big Brother/Big Sister program.
Many of the colleges are even making
plans to build their own floats for Homecoming.
The RC system has added a new dimension college life. The system allows the
students to find people with similar interests easily. Students who are taking advantage of the new opportunties on campus
through their residential colleges will not
be disappointed.

Homet own:
G rayville, Ill.

" One that always lets you out
of class early:'
Seth Dixon/Staff
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New dates set for
Sh ield pictures
To the editor:

.

1 want to take this opportunity to
clarify some dates. In the 1998 campus Planner, it states that the dates
for album pictures were Sept. 8
through 12 and that the organization
pictures are Sept. 15 through 18.
When these dates were submitted
last April, they were correct.
However, the photography company we were using at that time went
out of business and we had to find a
new company. It was too late to have
the dates corrected in the Campus
Planner. The new dates for album
pictures were set for Sept. 2 through
5 and organizations for Oct 15 and
16. An ad was placed in The Murray
State News with the correct dates
and times.
I want to apologize for any confusion this may have caused. However,
make-ups for album pictures wil1 be
held during organization picture days
Wednesday, Oct. 15, noon to 3 p.m.;
Thursday Oct. 16, 9 a.m . to 3 p.m.
and Friday Oct. 17, 9 a .m. to lp.m.
Seniors will be taken by appointment
with a break from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.

Stephanie Schneider
Editor, Shield

News hits· the web
The Murray State News has an internet presence. It has been in existence for
a little over two years. Its purpose has
been to provide an on-line venue for the
information and articles published in
The Murray State News . Like the University newspaper, the web page is
entirely student run. We can be found
at www.thenews.org and we are working
to make many changes and to add new
features which may be interesting and
informative to the students of Murray
State.
I am the on-line editor for The NewsSight and oversee the development of
the page. I am assisted student volunteers John Simanowitz and David Gray.
We are currently working to give our
Internet web page a totally new look and
feel which will provide a completely new
level of information.
One of our main goals is to provide
more information that addresses technical issues that will be helpful to the students of Murray State. To meet this goal
we will be soliciting suggestions from
readers .to help us determine what
issues are most on the mind of students.
lf you have any comments for us send email to thenews@ldd.net..
One of the topics being prepared for
publication is the issues of Internet
cookies. Cookies are used by web page
operators to gather and store infonna-
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tion about visitors to their web pages.
Cookies may pose a risk to your privacy
and electronic security and are currently the topic of much discussion.
We will also be taking a look at the
technology made available to the students by the University and determine
how it compares to that available to the
students of other state universities.
These issues will appear in The Mur·
ray State News this semester but additional information relative to these topics will be found on the web page. The
idea of placing information on the web
page that is not found in the paper is
another one of our goals for redesigning
the page.
We are open to new ideas for The
NewsSight. If you feel you have an idea
that may make the web sight better, let
us know.
We want to hear what is on your mind.
In the coming weeks.look for a change in
the web page as we start to add the new
features.we are planning.

Bruce E. Rudd, Jr. is the On.·Line Editor
for The Murray State News.

If you live a good life, when
you grow old you're wrinkles
will be in all the right places.
Many people fear. old ege.
Even college students fear
getting old and wririkled, not
so much a fear of death, just a
fear of getting old.
I cannot wait to be old. I am
actually obsessed by it. My
lifelong goal is to become a
senior citizen.
I want a discount at WalMart. I want to count out 24
pennies even if I have a quar~
ter in my pocket. I want to sit
on a park bench all afternoon
with absolutely no where to
go. When children walk by I
can be the sweet old lady that
gives them candy; or I can be
the cranky old witch that kids
are scared of. Perhaps 111
need two parks depending on
my mood that day.
I plan to go ou t to lunch with
my girlfriends, ask for details
about every item on the menu,
then order the grilled chicken,
like I do every week.
I want to be old so I can
spend my time doing whatever I want; especially when I
don't want to do anything.
I also want to taunt my children. I plan on convincing
them that 1 am senile so 1
don't have to babysit all the
time.
Old age should not be
feared. It is natural.
I don't believe t hat youth is
wasted on the young.
I also want to look old. I
want to put my grey hair up in
a bun everyday.
Around my mouth I want to
have deep lines from years of
smiling too much.
On the sides of my eyes I
want crows feet. The kind that
are caused when you laugh all
the time.
I also want one distinct line
across my forehead to show
how much though t I have
given to my life.

Jennifer Sacharnoski is the
Viewpoint Editor for The Murray State News.
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Local fraternity
against hazing
of members
As president of the Epsilon
Eta Chapter of Sigma Tau
Gamma fraternity at Murray
State University, I am probably known by few here on
campus. However, the fraternity of Sigma Tau Gamma
may be the center of conversation on campuses across the
nation.
Sigma Tau Gamma recently
received media coverage
about a chapter accused of
hazing. The act did happen
and the guilty party was a fellow chapter under the same
fraternal order as my chapter.
Maybe at this point in the
article,
individual readers are
what is important and what is so trivial.
thinking that I am writing
What is important to me perhaps isn't so this commentary as justificamuch important as what should be. Every- tion for a fellow chapter's
thing - classes, my clubs, etc. - are merely actions. Well, I am not even
pieces of a larger puzzle, a puzzle that is going to attempt such justifimissing pieces.
•
cation, because there is no
I feel as though those pieces are just out justification for hazing. The
of my reach, and I don't want to end up like individuals of that chapter
Princess Diana. gone before my time. Moth- were wrong, and justly
. er Theresa, unlike myself, found herself deserve the disciplinary
through her good deeds. Through her, oth- action that was filed against
ers have found their missing pieces.
them by their college.
As I write, I am realizing that perhaps l
I am confident that there
am not the only one missing pieces. Per- will be some form of punishhaps as you read this, you, too, will see that ment handed down from
life is very, very fine, a sweet, gossamer Sigma Tau Gamma National
web.
Headquarters. All chapters of
Do with your life what you will. It was the Sigma Tau Gamma fratergiven to you, but life is a privilege rather nity are governed by the same
than a right. We must protect it, use it care- tonstitution and Code of Confully and move on.
duct that clearly states in its
And so this rambling commentary comes risk management policy, "The
to an end. What you do now is up to only Fraternity will not tolerate
you.
nor condone any form of hazing."
All chapters of the Sigma
Mandy Wolf is the Associate Editor for The
Tau Gamma Fraternity are
Murray State News.

Deaths alter student writer
. Life is not a box of chocolates. True, you
never know what you're going to get, but
chocolate is sweet. Life is not.
Rather, life is bittersweet and sorrowful.
The world has lost two of it's greatest
women in recent weeks - Mother Teresa
and Princess Diana.
Though the two shared a love for helping
others, they also shared an even greater
similarity. They had a burning passion for
life.
And l say again, life is ·not sweet.
It is rather like a spider web, fine and
gossamer, yet susceptible to the slightest
disturbance. It is a trap, and it is a place of
shelter.
I wanted to watch the funeral of the
grand Princess. I wanted to cry with the
millions of mourners around the world, and
I wanted to understand how such a beautiful and talented woman could see the end of
her life at the age of 36.
Yet, I could not make myself tum on the
television. I didn't want to believe that she
was really gone.
Mother Teresa was one of the few genuine
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hearts left on the planet. I was waiting for
"Days of Our Lives" to come on when the
news bulletin appeared - Mother Teresa
had died.
I didn't really know much about here. I'm
not religious and I'm not Catholic, so I've
only heard about her through the media,
watching her feed homeless, starving children and saving others from the wraths of
their own sins.
It seemed so trivial that I was lounging on
my couch, watching a soap opera while such
a woman lived passionately and died even
more so.
Now I have been re-examining my life,
evaluating what is real and what is not -
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now feeling the painful sting
of humiliation because of the
actions of this individual
chapter.

All national fraternal organizations have gone through
the tunnoil that we are gQing
through, and have exp~ri
enced the same pain. Incidents like this, despite the
organization, result in negative reactions for all Greek
organizations. I am proud
that the Epsilon Eta Chapter
of Sigma Tau Gamma is part
of the Greek life on Murray
State's campus.
At this particular school, I
know that steps have been
taken that far exceed the normal policies for hazing by both
the IFC and Panhellenic
Councils.
Since individuals in Murray
State's Greek organizations
continue to exceed the normal
expectations, I am rest
assured there will be only positive media coverage of Greek
life here at Murray State.

Billy Collins is the president
of Sigma Tau Gamma Fraternity at Murray State., ••

Independent life enough Greek life perfect
Let's get a few things out of the way before I
approach this sensitive subject. First of all, I feel
no bias toward anyone on campus, regardless of
the letters one wears on his or her chest. Secondly,
the opinions I have about the Greek system at
Murray State and across the nation does not influence my opinions of any individual- Greek or independent.
Like so many others who have come to the University, I came here with an almost-clean slate. I
knew a total of three people on campus when I
moved into Springer Residential College, none of
whom lived in that college with me. Sure, I had
talked to my roommate over the phone for a few
hours, but I really did not know her.
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would then be lying by saying I love my sisters (sisters meaning as a whole) because it just wouldn't
be so.

1 came to college to grow up and experience colLuckily for me she was a wonderful roommate. lege on my own. Part of the college experience
She introduced me to her friends and took me to includes the fact of making your niche and finding
parties until I found my niche on campus. When I your friends. I see fraternities and sororities act as
found my niche, it was not due to that sacred event a security blanket for those who come to school and
called Rush. On the contrary, every friend I have want to find their niche quickly. I am not going to
made on this campus bas been a result of parties I lie, it took me a whole month before I started conhave attended, where I work, or my midnight necting with my friends I now run with, but they
walks (which were not safe, but at that time com- are a great bunch of people. It may take longer to
forting).
·find your circle of friends the old-fashioned way
When I came to this campus, I thought about (earning them), but the payoffs are great.

rushing: but then I realized why Greek life isn't for
me. I was raised in a small town comparable to the
size of Murray. In this town in Illinois, I learned
that making friends is the most important part of
living. My friends have been an emotional support
system to me and have been there to keep me out
of trouble. That's why friends are important. I also
learned that you are not going to like everyone you
come into contact with. One other relevant thing I
learned is to chose your friends wisely because they
can make or break you.
Having said these things, let's look at the Greek
system. From an independent person's standpoint,
I see a lot of superficial loyalty which takes place
among Greeks. As soon as one person accepts a bid,
·be or she suddenly has the backing of every brother or sister in that particular organization. Personally, I have found no problem fmding friends to
back me up and have had no need to pay money,
which I do not have anyway, to get that kind of
backing.
I have never had a problem liking people, for the
most part. But on occasion I have found a small
number of people who clash with my personality
and therefore do not like me. What would happen
if one'of these people turned out to be a present or
future member of my chosen sorority? Personally I
have been taught to "love" someone for the person
they are, not what they belong to. Technically I

I have never condemned any person for being
involved in the Greek system and would not. At the
same time, I have also encountered my share of
prejudice for not being a part of the Greek life.
There are times I feel I am in the minority on campus, although actually I seem to be in the majority.

I feel as if Greeks sometimes pressure people into
becoming Greek and that is not right. Greek life is
great for some, but it's not for everyone. If students
are comfortable making friends on their own, that's
great. \\'hen you get out in the real world, you cannot pay money and make friends. If you do, I'm
sorry, but they are not your friends.
I am a very independent person and I like to
make my own decisions as to who I like and dislike.
I would not have it any other way.

I love my friends and they love me because we
have bonded over certain experiences ranging from
enduring the same class to living through the
rough day after a party. I am proud that I found my
friends on my own. These developed
friendships,not the instant ones which result from
letters, are the ones 1 will carry with me through
my life.

Denise Higgins is the Assistant College Life Editor
for The Murray State News.

Some people, including my friend in her
commentary "Independent life enough,"
say Greeks "buy" their friends.
Well, I'm here to tell you it's not so.
I'm still waiting for my friends' checks in
the mail. I look everyday, but there's nothing.
I mean, hell, I've been in a fraternity for
nearly a year now. I've become very close
'· to my brothers. Not one of those punks
has paid me a dime, and I want my
money.
Lord knows I need the cash.
In all seriousness, yes it costs money to
join a Greek organization, but it also costs
to join the PTA. You think all those bakesale cakes are free to make? Guess again,
compadre. Go tell your mom she's buying
her friends. I dare you.
People who say we are buying our
friends do not really understand where
that money goes.
I guess I have friends at the power an~
water companies, just like everybody else.
The bank that holds the mortgage on our
fraternity house and I must be pretty
tight, too.
These are the people who get my money.
Let us say I'm buying my friends, for the
sake of argument. Let me consider what I
get in return.
One of my brothers, who works at a nice
~esturaunt in Paducah, offers to reserve
me a table when I tell him I have a date.
When I go into a job interview in five or
10 years and I find a brother sitting across
from me, I will hopefully have a leg up.
But this is my personal favorite story,
which illustrates what brotherhood is all
about.
I went to Oregon this summet to do an
internship. It took an entire day to fly out
there. I arrived in Portland around 10
p.m. - tired, hungry and not knowing a
soul.
At this point, I had only spoken to two
people in Oregon - my internship director and a brother from the Oregon State
chapter of my fraternity, with whom I was
to stay during the summer.
Well, due to an oversight, the internship
director got her dates confused and
nobody was there to pick me up.
I called the house around 11:30 p.m., in
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Corvallis, which was about 100 miles
away. I was freaking out, thinking, "I'm
going to have to spend the night in the airport."
But once again a brother comes through,
saying, "No problem, I'll come get you."
This, I came to find out later, was just
before his finals week began.
·
The guy was studying (Yeah, we do that,
too.), and he stopped to drive three and a
half hours round trip to come get me. And
you know what - another brother came
along to keep him company.
If this is the kind of friendship I'm buying, then my checks are going to keep
rolling in. Those of us in Greek organizations know how good we've got it.
I'm not saying going Greek is for every- '
body, but I have yet to regret my decision.
I could give you the numbers about how
Greeks have higher GPAs than non·
Greeks and how more Greeks nationwide
graduate from college than do non-Greeks,
but I'm not going to bore you with that.
Let me give it to you like this. Go out for
Greek rush. You've got nothing to lose,
and you may come to discover Greek life is
the life for you.
If not, you get some free food along the
way, and you get to meet a lot of really
great people.
But don't just listen to someone who
says you would be buyin~ your friends.
Come on out and see for yourself. Make
your own decision about what is best for
you, not what other people tell you. We're
all about making our own decisions, too.
If I've bought my friends, then they're
the best friends money can buy.

C.D. Bradley is the Editor·in-Chief of The
Murray State News and a member of
Sigma Pi social fraternity.
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Non-traditional students
juggle child care, classes
BY CHRISTINE HALL

lt's hard to get
into any day care
that isn't already
44

STAFF W IIT£1

The alarm goes off at 6:30
a.m.
Class starts at 8:30 a.m., but
today there is a problem. The
sitter called and cannot take
care of little Suzie....Now what?
For Murray State students
who have children, attending
class depends on who will be
available to take care of the
children while they are in
class.
Daniel Kauppinen, freshman
from Murray, has children in
Murray Elementary. He says
thanks to their after school program, his kids have a place to
go after school while he is still
in class.
"After school, the kids go to
lhe Kid's Company after-school
program which allows me to go
to my classes during the day,"
he said. "Then I can pick up
the kids after my last class."

'While you,re away'
One ofKauppinen's ID.Bjor
concerns is not being available
if his children ever have problema while at school.
"My littlest one has asthma
and if he ever has an attack,
the school will have to contact
me or my wife," he said. "I
know they might not be able to
get a hold of me and his illness
will affect my going to classes
because I will have to take care
of him."
Dawn Reeves, sophomore
from Murray, is also worried
about her children while she is
in class.
"My daughter was injured in
school and it took them 45 minutes to get a hold of me," she
said. "By that time, they had
already·taken her to the den-

full ... "
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tist."
Quentin Prescott,·senior from
Murray, said his biggest concern was that his children bad
no place to go while he was in
class.
"When it is the summertime
or I have night classes, there is
no place for my kids to stay,"
he said. "During night classes,
there is no day care. Murray
State does not provide anything
for us. We have talked about it
for years, but most of the day
cares are already fu ll."
Kauppinen said finding a
suitable day care for his children was tough.
"It's hard to get into any day
care that isn't already full or
have a waiting list a mile long,"
he said. "Relying on personal
care is hard also because with
day-care programs, some of"
them have learning programs
where they teach the alphabet
or numbers, but with personal
care, you don't know if the person is teaching that or not."

Needed care
Prescott strongly agrees that
Murray State should provide
child care for its students
because the number of adult
students attending college is
rising.
"The school should provide
child care free of charge for its
students because at least 25 to
30 percent of the campus is

adult," he said. "Programs that
are offered to people with kids
are mostly social activities a nd
with the lack of time, we don't
need social activities. We need
things we can use."

Kids and class
Dawn Reeves said the
school's Early Elementary program should start an inter nship where the students can
learn and student's children
can be in a stable e nvironment.
"They could provide a service
where the students studying to
be teachers of young children
or child care providers could
take car~ of adult student's
children and take some of the
burden ofT of us trying to find
child care," she said.
When a problem arises, the
children sometimes have to be
taken to class with the parent
in order for the parent to not
have to skip class.
Alexia Pritchett, junior from
Calloway County, has had to
bring her child to class many
times.
"I have had to take my son to
class because he was sick or
school was out," she said. "The
professor didn't mind, but there
are some classes I wouldn't
bring my son to just because of
the lecture material."
Quentin Prescott says he has
h ad to bring his children to
class because of the opposite
times he and his children have
school.
"Our spring breaks do not fall
in the same week and while my
kids want to be in Florida, they
can't because I have class," he
said. "This causes me to have
to make day care arrangements
for a week or bring the kids to
class."

Class times pose problems
BY MANDY W OLF
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

It's an in-service day for the local public school
system. Ai3 you're sitting in your 8:30 a.m. Intro·
duction to Biology class, and in comes a harried
non-traditional student with a bored child in tow.
It's going to be a long class.
Professors and students across the campus have
different views on children accompanying their parents to class.
For some, it's a menace; for others it's only a
minor problem to be reckoned with.
~It happens all the time," said Joe Baust, professor of physics and engineering physics. It doesn't
bother me in small classes, but in larger classes it
can be a problem."

Shane Fitzhugh/Graphics Ma-nager

Baust said he tries to grant leniency when children are sick or family emergencies arise, causing
their parents to miss class.
"It's excusable," he said. "But you have to be careful about it being abused."
Baust sometimes asks for written documentation
of the family emergency.
Betty Driver, senior lecturer in the accounting
department, said she has never had a problem with
non-traditional students missing class for emergencies.
"As a rule, these students go the distance," she
said. "They make every effort to explain a situation
and make up the work. Actually, I've been very
pleased."
For students, an extra addition to the classroom
can become a problem.
"The classroom is a place of learning, not a day
care," said Anita Brewer, junior from Utica. "However, non-traditional students have just as much
right to be in the classroom as traditional students."
Brewer cited a recent example of a woman who
brought her son to a three-hour night..class. The
child chattered incessantly throughout the class
period.
"We could not concentrate because of her son,"
she said.
Jenny Richey, senior from Central City, said a
child towing along with his or her parent is not
much of a disruption for her.
"It's o.k. as long as they notify the professor
ahe!td of time," she said.
SirRitta Ellis, senior from Louisville, currently
lives in Murray with her four-year-old daughter,
Monique.
Ellis said Monique attends HeadStart four days a
week and goes to a local day care on Fridays.
Ellis has never had to bring Monique to class,
but has brought her to night meetings. Monique
has never disturbed a class, Ellis said.
"You'd think it was the smaller child who causes
problems, but it's the older child who is more disruptive," she said. "They're more inquisitive and
ask more questions ...
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UK fraternity faces hazing charges
•Hazing: Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity at University of Kentucky has
been charged with hazing
in August.
BY MAT HERRON
KENTUCkY KERNEl
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

(U-WIRE ) LEXINGTON,
Ky. - The Dean of Students
Office met with national and
UK officers of Sigma A1pha
Epsilon yesterday, producing
evidence the office says corroborates their charge that the
fraternity hazed pledges.
David Stockham described
the meeting, which lasted
about an hour and 45 minutes
in 545 Patterson Office Tower,
as an "information" session
filled with "free-flowing discussion."
"We said you have hazed,
and these are the reasons why

we believe you hazed," he said.
"I thought it was professional
and objective. We had a
respectful conversation."
Now, Stockham said, the fraternity will send a letter to
Assistant Dean of Students
Victor Hazard requesting that
it respond to the charges by
Oct. 1.
This amount of time is common, said Tony Hayden, president of the Interfraternity
Council and a member of
Sigma Nu social ·fraternity.
When Phi Kappa Tau was
kicked off campus, they also
took the same amount of time
to respond.
Usually during that time,
officers from a fraternity's
national headquarters, in this
case Evanston, Ill., will come
and conduct their own investigation by interviewing actives,
officers and pledges and gathering statements, Hayden
said.

Representing the dean's
office at the . meeting were
Stockham, Hazard, Dean of
Fraternities Tony Blanton and
UK Attorney Paul Vanbooven.
SAE
President
Peter
Nesmith, a member from the
fraternity's national headquarters and two other fraternity members received a stack
of papers at the meeting containing evidence the dean's
office collected over the summer.
The office also interviewed
pledges, officers and other
actives in the fraternity over
the summer and looked at
copies of city and UK Police
reports, which are faxed routinely to the dean's office,
Stoc~ham said.
The evidence was outlined in
a page and a half long letter
from Hazard to Nesmith dated
Aug. 25.
City and UK police responded to a call on May 15 from a

neighbor about a noisy party
on 410 Pennsylvania Court,
the letter said.
After arriving, police cited
13 SAE pledges and members
for underage consumption of
alcohol at the house and cited
the owner of the house, also an
SAE member, with violating a
noise ordinance and providing
alcohol to minors, Hazard
wrote.
The mood of SAE members
has been somber, Hayden
said.
•A lot of them are acting real
sullen," he said. "If they have
police reports on (the incident), they did it; but to what
extent, I don't know.n
Hayden said his reaction is
not one of vengeance but one of
responsibility - and realism.
"I'm trying not look like the
bad guy," he said.
"But with the amount of evidence against them, I doubt
the appeal would be worthy."

Native American dancers to perform
STAFF REPORT

Once again the beauty and
mystery of Native American
dance and music will be highlighted during the upcoming
performances of the First
Nation Dancers at Wickliffe
Mounds Research Center.
On Sept. 20-21, the Native

American dance troupe will
give features performances
each day at 10:30 a.m. and 2
p.m ..
Dances, regalia and music
often featured at pow-wows will
be part of each performance.
Story telling and flute music
will be interspersed between
dances.
The First Nation Dancers

represent the diversity of It is also important for us in
Native American tribes and terms of providing quality pubcultures including Shawnee, lic programming and educaCrow, Potawatomi, Seneca, tional oppurunties to our audiOttawa and Lakotah.
ence."
"We are pleased to welcome
Admission prices are $3.50
the First Nation Dancers back for adults; $3.25, senior citito Mounds this year," said zens; $2.50, ages 6-11: $2, MSU
Becky Fye, assistant director at affilated: and free, children
the Mounds. This dance week- under six. Group discounts are
end event is our most popular. available by prior arrangement.

Meet the MSU Rodeo Team at the

RODEO ROUNDUP
Sunday+ Sept. 14 + 1 p.m.
MSU Expo Center-- $1 admission
Rodeo performances, games, prizes, food, wagon rides, music.
Fun for all. Sponsored by the MSU Rodeo Booster Club Inc.
Call 492-8861 for information
PLUS ... BARREL RACING JACKPOT
Expo Center+ Saturday, Sept. 13 +Books open 8 a.m.

Team Roping
Practice Follows
Barrels
Call 767-9045 for information

free
Internet
Service
when yuu ride the web with a friend!
I

Sign Up a Friend!

Refer a friend!.

Existing users-Get up to 6months of free
base Internet service when you tell friends
about our service and they call to sign up.*'

Existing users -Give us the names of friends
interested in Internet service and earn up to 6months
of f~ee base service for yourself when they sign up.

Access WWV{.campus.mci. nel/promo.htm
for details.

Access www.campus.mc1.nevpromo htm
to refer your friends.

With

MSU On Line you get:

• 60 hours• of local access for only $12.00 per month/$10.00 set up
• Free personal home pages

• Free local cruising from 1 AM to 6 AM dally
• Access to e-mail, chat lines, and newsgroups (at no extra charge)
• Fast, easy access to the World Wide Web

GET ON THE ROAD TODAY! CALL

1·800-631-0446
or access www.campus.mcl.net/promo.htm
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SEMO fraternity faces
accusations of hazing
•Expelled:
Former cal abuse occurred as welL
"A lot of our pledge brothSigma Tau Gamma
ers
at one time or another
pledge tapes hazing.

were slapped in the back of
the head, had to do push
ups, were spit on and things
BY jAKE BURGESS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
of that nature," he said.
These instances of hazing
Fraternity Rush week is were not the first reported
an exciting time for young on SEMO's campus. The
men getting ready to make first of the recent hazing
one of the most important incidents happened in 1994
. decisions in their college when Michael Davis was
lives.
killed while being hazed by
Because of hazing inci- the Kappa Alpha Psi fraterdents involving pledges of nity. Also, in the spring of
Sigma Tau Gamma fraterni- 1996, Alpha Kappa Alpha
ty at Southeast Missouri fraternity was suspended
State University last spring, for five years for hazing for
however, students at South- violations.
east Missouri University
Frisella has been expelled
now have one less potential from SEMO's campus for
choice.
fighting with a member of
Dustin Frisella, former the Sigma Tau Gamma fraSigma Tau Gamma pledge ternity a few days after he
at SEMO, reported being reported the hazing.
hazed to university officials.
William Mulligan. •Sigma
He had a tape wi.th over two Tau Gamma faculty advisor,
hours of him being hazed by said a workshop for its memactive members in the fra- bers is scheduled before
ternity.
each rush to discuss hazing
"Pretty much most of the and how it affects fraternity
time we were on our knees, life.
we're having to call them
He also said that the frasir, and they were humiliat- ternity's national office has
ing and degrading us," set up rules that no one
Frisella told the Capaha rushing or pledge can be
Arrow, SEMO's univer.s ity touched in anyway by any
paper.
member of the fraternity
He also said some physiwithout consent.

Ne"'s
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Alcohol effects vary
•Alcohol Abuse: Repeated drinking can create
more than just serious
health p roblems, according to health expert.
B Y D ONALD LAWSON
STAFF WRITER

Heavy consumption of alcohol
can cause serious problems for a
person - students are no exception.
J udy Lyle, staff nurse at Murray State Health Services, said
overuse of alcohol can affect you
mentally as well as physically.
"It can affect your relationships, your job, which now is
school." she said "Over time, if
you are abusing alcohol on a
regular basis it can affect all of
your organs, especially the
liver.•
Lyle added that alcohol use
can also affect your nutrition,
the gastrointestinal system,
and, in cases of prolonged used,
kill brain cells.
In addition to the numerous
long-term potential health problems, the abuse of alcohol can be
fatal for binge drinkers.
According to the Aug. 1 issue
of The Chronicle of Higher Education, a ·report issued by the
National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism found
that in 1994, 40 percent of college students had engaged in
binge drinking over a two-week
period. The same report stated
that approximately 52 percent
of college men reported binge
drinking, compared to 31 percent of college women.
Benjamin Wynne, a student
at Louisiana State University,

died during a fraternity induction ceremony because of alcohol poisoning. The condition is
caused by excessive consumption of alcohol which does not
allow the body time to detoxify.
The likelihood of alcohol poisoning depends on the person's
tolerance to alcohol as well as
how healthy their liver is. Age,
can also be a factor. AB you get
older, your immune systems
start to break down and you
don't detoxify drugs as well,
Lyle said.
Alcohol can also prove fatal
for those who choose to drink
and get behind the wheel of a
car.
According to Lyle , a 12-ounce
beer contains the same amount
of alcohol as a glass of wine, or a
shot of liquor. The alcohol in
such beverages affect the brain's
"higher" skills first - long
before a drinker "feels"drunk.
If someone does overindulge
with alcohol, Lyle stresses that
time is the only thing that will
help them get sober.
"Other things t hat would
affect that are food, how much
you've had to eat and exercise. If
you're exercising, you will
detoxify faster," she said.
Lyle added that coffee will not
get you sober. However, eating
something or walking will help
speed detoxification.
Yet another consequence of
alcohol use is the stress it can
place on relationships.
"People do things while
they're are under the influence
that they would not normally
do," Lyle said. "Date rapes often
occur, abusive situations, drinking and driving. So many things
can be linked to alcohol as the
root of the problem."
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Effects of alcohol by blood alcohol level
As blood alcohol level increases, various organs and systems of
the body are effected. When the amount of alcohol consumed
rises above 400 mgldl, then death is possible.

Designated drivers make
difference in area DUI's
•Drinking and Driving: DUI arrests are on the

Blood Alcohol

Expected
Effect

level

Location of

Physiological

mg/dl

25 t> Sl

Disturbance
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Relaxation, sedation

BY ) OHN K . M OORE
NEWS EDITOR

Cerebral
cortex

Coordination impaired; euphor
Sl t>
ic;loud conversation; apparent
100
reduction of social inhibitons

Umbic
system

Ataxia; depression fine motor
ability, decreased mentation,
100t>2D attention span and
memory;poor judgement;labile
mood; beginnig of slurred
speech
ax>t>3X> Marked ataxia and slurred

and

cerebellum

RetK:ular
~ng
system

speech, nausea and vomiting,
tremor,irritable

ReliaJar

. 'Y

3X>t>400 Stage 1 anesthesia(unconsciousness) memory lapse

cixJJe400

decline in the area. Local officials attribute this to
more responsibLe drinking and the frequent use of
designated drivers.
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system
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Respiratory failure, coma,
death

Source: Principles of Ambulatory Medicine
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Going South, getting drunk, and then driving intoxicated
back to a party in Murray ... think this is the typical weekend routine of local college students? If so, think again.
"We have seen a decline in the number of (DUD arrests
over the last two years even though the number of roadblocks has remained the same," said Rudy Adams, Operations Lieutenant of Kentucky State Police Post One in
Mayfield.
Stan Scott, Calloway County Sheriff attributes the
decrease in arrests to the use of designated drivers and
"responsible drinking."
"We have often received calls from fraternities in the
county notifying us that they are having a party and will be
using designated drivers," Scott said. 'We appreciate their
concern and willingness to work with us." Scott noted that
this decline in DUI arrests has shown up across the 11county area that Post One serves.
"Most people have designated drivers with them, which
shows they are being responsible drinkers." said Ken
Claude, Murray City Police Assistant Chief.
Some MSU students have said they either don't have a
problem with fraternities furnishing designated drivers, or
they bring their own.
"It's always been easy to get a ride home because the parties I've been to have offered designated drivers," said
Tessa Payne, senior from Louisville, Ky.
Dawn Sanders, junior from Benton, ill., said most of the
fraternity parties she's been to h ave offered a designated
driver, but many times someone in the group she goes with
will have already been appointed as a designated driver,
just in case.
Scott also said that when they encounter a drunk driving
problem, students of legal drinking age are not usually the
problem.
"A majority of our DUis come from minors who are drinking in the county," Scott said.
City and county officials commended the students and
public for taking the initiative for responsible drinking.

"Your Guide to
outdoor Adventure"
(502)443-0019
we are your complete bike dealer. We sell cannondale,
Specialized, Kona & Proflex. We also have a complete
mechanic's shop for servicing bikes. We also carry everything
you need for backpacking, rock climbing &· kayaking.

Come see us for your gear!
*The North Face
*Oakley
*Timberland
*Vasque
~790A

*Gramicci
*Sierra Designs
*Daypacks
*Fleece jackets
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Hinklevllle Rd..
Padueab, KY 42001

Wanna

bes?

Abercrombie & Fitch® Ladies jeans

$t9.99
See our BARGAIN BASEMENT
10 racks U More•••Name Brands.

Large group Mens jeans

$29.99
Murra~

State

Un1verslt9
10

Sept. 1b and 17
a.m. to b p.m .

3rd floor ft1 t~e Currfs Cent1r
free NO ffA R T- s6frt to eac6 donor I
free food and prlz:.es provided by Electric 9b ..9 fM
Tne organfatlon t6at gives tne most blood will wfn a fr~e
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Yard Sale Deadline
Application deadline for
participation in Murray's
city-wide yard sale is Monday, Sept. 15. The yard sale
is set for Sept. 20. For
more information, call
759-2199.

Church holds conference
The Lake-land Apostolic
Church will host the fall
conference of the Kentucky District Assemblies
1 of the Lord Jesus Christ on
the evenings of Thursday,
Sept. 18 and Friday, Sept.
19. For more information,
call 753-5757 or 759-1602.

What makes a campus
diverse? Is it the people, the
classes or the atmosphere?
Today, The Murray State
News takes a look at our
campus and what makes it and the people who call it
home - unique.
•

Volunteers needed
The Murray YMCA
needs volunteers to assist
with their teen center, Friday Car smash and Parent
night. The Family Resource
Center needs help sorting
clothes for the Resource
Fair on Sept. 15 from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The Calloway County Senior Citizens Center is looking for
students with special talents to start activities with
Senior Citizens. Shared
Care needs volunteers to
read, talk, or visit with
patients. For more information, contact the American Humanics office at
6117 or 3808.

Workshop
announced
Adults or non-traditional
students interested in
learning more about j
attending college are invited to attend an Adults
Belong in College workshop from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
in the Mississippi Room of
the Curris Center. Presentations will be given on
financial aid, admission
procedures and tutoring
services.
Reservations
deadline is Wednesday,
Sept. 24.
In Calloway
County, contact 4150.
Outside the county call
(800) 669-7654.

Students Selected
to attend seminar

The gender ratio
of students

. Male

. Female

Chris W eatherly/Senior Photographer

Ralph Greenwell, a senior from Louisville, talks with Setsu Horlya, a faculty member from OsaJka, Japan, In front
of the English Language Institute. Greenwell Is a minority at Hurray State in more than one way.
He is one of only three males in the senior class of the nursing department.
"The way I look at Itt have 31 sisters," Greenwell said. "We've been through a lot together- some tough times
and some good times. I wouldn't exchange any of them."
Greenwell also differs from the "typical" college student because he is married, which qualifies him as a nontraditional stude nt, but Greenwell does not feel that he Is any different from the majority of college students at
Murray State.
"Hurray State really doe s a good job with non-traditional students," he said. "They work with adults making
them feel like they belong In school. I really see no difference between me and my singte friends who are running around. I feel really connected to them."

Bachelor Degrees by College for '96
300

Campus diversity
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Jay Parrent of Princeton
and LeAnne Shadrick of
M.urray attended the Kentucky Intensive Museum
Management Seminar in
Bowling Green in July.

Age of student population
Number
of

students

Bike-a-thon
approaching
The 17th annual Diabetes Bike-a-thon will be
held on Saturday, Sept. 13
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Participants can enter by paying a $12 entry fee the day
of the event or by having
sponsors commit ahead of
time to a per-mile pledge
for the bycycling participant: All part1c1pants must
wear an approved bike helmet. Riders can ride as
many miles as they wish.
Anyone interested in participating can check in at
the tables at the rear parking lot of Calloway County
High School.
Compiled by Denise Higgins,
Assistant College Ufe Editor

0
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St>th Dixorv'Pholo Editor

Valentino Williams, an exchange stude nt from Nassau, Bahamas, listens Intently
at a Chi Alpha m eet ing, an organization in which he serves as president. Though
Valentino is a m ino rity in many ways among the student population of Murray
State, he has no t found this to be a barrier to interacting with other students or
to becoming Involved on campus.

Student involvement with on-campus activities
•17% of students are members In the Greek system

-Gr.-.,. ,.,.,.

•Over 1,000 ·students are involved In on-campus rellalous
organizations
..o.wd ..._t&Wery, . . , . . . . , , ,., CMrtpn .,.,.., AADdlfiM

•2,416 students participated In Intramural actlvitJes duriq
the 1996-97 year

.c.,. Ret:retttltM omc.
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Yearwood one of country's best
Trisha Yearwood
Songbook: A Collection

Musicl?evieu;s
Chris Browning

Don't let the fact that she is
classified as a country music
artist fool you, Trisha Yearwood is one of the fmest vocalists in music today.

the Eagles' Don Henley.

There are two new songs in
addition to the Georgia
native's collection of hits- "In
Eyes," a ballad
Another's
Her distinct and powerful
pairs
Yearwood with
which
voice is equally suited to upcountry
superstar
Garth
tempo material and ballads - ,
Brooks
and
the
album's
most
styles which are both featured
cut
"Perfect
Love."
rocking
on her recently-released greatest hits collection, Songbook.
The album offers a good
Particularly noteworthy
songs include the
blues/rock/country of "The
Wrong Side of Memphis" and
Hugh Prestwood's beautiful
ballad, "The Song Remembers
When." Also worthy of repeated listening are "Down On My
Knees" and "Walkaway Joe,"
the latter of which includes
wonderful backing vocals from
Thl

..

IJ«tlllll~lll,l~l~

American Girl)" display a
stronger, more .mature voice.
The only disappointment
regarding Songbook is the
exclusion of solid tracks such
as the Melissa Etheridgepenned "You Can Sleep While
I Drive," the snappy "That's
What I Like About You," and
"Everybody Knows."
Still, the album is full of
first-rate performances and
equally good songs from writers as varied as the talented
combination of Matraca Berg
and Gary Harrison ("Wrong
Side of Memphis') to the team
of Garth Brooks and Pat Alger
("Like We Never Had A Broken Heart").
Fans who like what they
hear on Songbook should take
the plunge and check out her
other albums.
With such a dependable
combination of talent and
(An

overview of Yearwood's career
for newer listeners and a fine
chronicle of the singer's
progress for hard-core fans.
While offerings from the earlier part of her career such as
"She's In Love With The Boy"
and "The Woman Before Me"
are solid performances, later
hits such as "Thinking About
You" and "XXX's and OOO's

material, this greatest hits
collection is just a start.

Songbook: ATop Five CDt of the week
I. Muter P • Ghetto D
l. (tie) Sarah McLachlan - Sur

fodn'

l. (de) Supr Ray - Roore4
-4. Ouls • Be Here Now
5. (de)· Sublime· Sublime
5. (de) - Wyclef' Jean - CGrniVdl

WeekAhead
Friday, Sept. 12
-concert: The Beach Boys, 8 p.m., Executive Inn-Riverfront, Paducah

Saturday, Sept. 13
-concert: Taylor Dayne, 8 p.m., Executive Inn-Riverfront, Paducah
•Elizabeth College Camping Trip to LBL: 5 p.m., meet at front
lobby
•Rodeo Roundup: Jackpot Barrel Race and bake sale, starting at 8
a.m., West Kentucky Exposition Center.
•Unity Day: "Getting Together In 1997" sponsored by African American Student Services and University Center Board, 2 pto 5 p.m. in
the Quad

Sunday, Sept. 14

~~Coun~CD
I. de) Trllha earwood •

~-I. (tie) Tracy Lawrence·

Coole To Coole
a. (de) ColD" Rare. Direct

,.,

•Meeting: Lutheran Student Fellowship Meeting, 5:30 p.m.,
Immanuel Lutheran Church
•Bible Study: 7 p.m., Murray Christian Fellowship Campus House
-Rodeo Roundup: Introduction of the 1997-98 MSU Rodeo Team.
mini-rodeo, games. prizes, refreshments, music and wagon rides,
noon to ;3 p.m., West Kentucky Exposition Center
-concert: Denine LeBlanc, pianist, 3:30 p.m., Performing Arts Hall,
Fine Arts Center

Scdes ln(onrtGfjon suppled by Tnpln
SIGdon

Monday, Sept. 15
•Bible Study: All-campus Bible study, 6 p.m., BSU
•Shield Pictures: Organizational pictures by appointment only, third
floor, Curris Center
•Financial Services: Danny Thomas of Prudential Insurance and
Financial Services will be available for staff and faculty members
about tax defraud annuity available on payroll deduction, 9:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Room 254, Business Building

~

Jt just wouldn•t have been the sa1nc if...

Tuesday, Sept. 16
.Shield Pictures: Organizational pictures by appointment only, third
floor, Curris Center
•Blood Drive: Sponsored by SGA, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., third floor, Curris Center Ballroom
VVednesda~Sept.

17

•Shield Pictures: Organizational pictures by appointment only, third
floor, Curris Center
•Worship: 7 p.m., Murray Christian Fellowship Campus House
•Blood Drive: Sponsored by SGA,1 0 a.m. to 6 p.m., third floor, Curris Center Ballroom
•Elizabeth College Faculty and Re•ldent Tea Party: 2 to 5 p.m.,
front lobby
-Elizabeth College Birthday Ba•h: Elizabeth residents with summer and September birthdays, 5:30 p.m., front lobby
.Clark College Cookout: 6 p.m., outside of college
•Founders Day: Recogniton of Golden Horseshoe winners, 1 p.m.,
Wrather West Kentucky Museum

Thursday, Sept. 18
"Uh••• he's not always man's best friend."

•Running of the Bulls: Philanthropic fund raiser hosting field events
for sororities, 4 to 6 p.m., Intramural Field

Welcome Pearl Members of Alpha Sigma Alpha.
We are so proud to call you our sisters!!

Jaime Bell
Jill Benton
Andrea Berry
Stacy Clark
Carrie Cloyd
Leslie Cook ·· : Jennifer Davis
Christy Edwar~s
Katie Evrard
'
Kelly Felts , . ... Martha Fraier.. . ·
Audrey Fusan <:rate)
Jennifer Golsen .,
Tari Grace
Ashley Graves ·
Jon a Hedges ··
Jaime Henderson

Cliffs Notes® help
you read .between
the ·lines. ·

Heather Hill
Becky Hubbard
Amy Junckerman
Andrea Kohlfeld
Mapanna Lane
Nicole Layman
Uauren Lindsey
Casie Marsh
Jessica Reynolds
Sabrina Rustin
Theresa Sabo
·, . · .;Bawn Simmons
,~ · Ash~ey Skinner
Bal'bfe Trowbridge
, \Jaime Vaughn
'tiffany Weatherwax
Carla Wiggins
Angela Wilson
..

'

t.

''You are a member of a strong sorority, one that
ranks with the best in the
country...
Live it, Talk it, Dream it, Work for it!
In no other way can you so effectively convince
others of its beauty, its greatness, and its power/'
--The Phoenix

Get Cliffs Notes. Those black and yellows~~;
have been setting the record straight since
•.
and always in plain English.

Now available at:
CR Books
&
Music
Hwy 641 N.
1/2 mile north of Wal-Mart
753-7323

~

~"
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Student chooses unusual proposal method
SARAH WIGHT
C OLLECf liFE EDITOR

It's every girl's dream.
Thousands of eyes were focused on
her. She heard the announcement:
"We have a very lucky couple celebrating a very special night. Heather
Vowel will you direct your attention
to the sign by the score board." With
a rush of emotions she read the sign
from her boyfriend telling her he
love!! her and asking her to marry
him.
In a state of shock she began ciying
and shaking as a football with an
engagement ring attached to it was
handed to her.

As she began frantically looking for
her boyfriend, MSU football player
Shawn McDermont, there was no
doubt in her mind that her answer
would be yes.
"I thought how wonderful he was
that he went through so much trouble to make it so special for me," said
Heather Vowell, graduate student
from Paducah.
McDermont, senior from Little
Rock, Ark., had been planning the
marriage proposal for Murray State's
first football game of the season on
Aug. 28 since last spring. For him the
game seemed like the perfect opportunity to propose because football is
and will be such a big part of their

lives.
'"Football is very special to me, but
the only thing I love more than football, besides God and my family, is
Heather," McDermont said.
"I want to be a college football
coach and Heather has already said
she will follow me wherever I get a
job," he added. "It will be a big part
of our life."
Having their best friends along
with both of their parents present to
share the moment with them was an
extra incentive in McDermont's decision to make the proposal public. So
after recruiting a little help from ·
announc~r Paul Radke and SGA,
McDennont was able to pop the big

question in just the right way.
McDermont's proposal came after
about a year and a half of dating
Vowell. The couple was introduced by
mutual friends.
Though they admit that there was
an attraction from the beginning, neither one of them actually expected
anything oerious.
"We had both come out of serious
relationships and neither one of us
was looking for a relationship, but all
of the sudden it just hit us," McDermont said.
Now after months of dating, they
no longer have any doubts that they
were meant to be together.
"I realized how committed he was '

to me and that he loved me," Vowell
said. "I knew I wanted to spend the
rest of my life with him. I couldn't
imagine being ~th some one else. He
made me happy."
Trying to find someone special and
making a relationship work is one of
the biggest challenges faced by many
college students during their college
careers. However, for a lucky few,
everything falls into place and they
not only meet someone special but
the ~rson they want to spend forever with.
On June 27, Shawn McDennont
and Heather Vowell will become one
of these success stories when they
marry in Paducah.

Grant provides new science classes for future teachers
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
STAFf WRITER

For students who are planning to enter the
field of education, science courses at Murray
State may begin to seem a bit different from the
normal lecture-type class.
The college of science, with the help of a grant
from the Kentucky Eisenhower Higher Education Fund, has developed two new science
courses specifically directed towards elementary
education majors to prepare them for teaching
science.
The courses are·based on a variety of inquirybased activities that revolve around a specific

theme.
"The courses will be very hands-on," said
Hamid ~braei, professor of physics. "There
will be no formal lab or lecture, and everything
we do is organized under a single theme."
The classes are divided into two sections. Science 101, earth systems, will explore evolution,
biology and astronomy; Science 102, communication systems, will study everything from the
anatomy of the central nervous system to the
complexities of satellites.
"The students spend most of their time working on activities that will help them discover
knowledge," said Terry Derting, assistant professor of biological sciences.

"This class is specifically designed for elementary education majors because it instructs them
how to teach the class," Lynn Shelby, lecturer
in the department of geoscience, said.
The classes are based on the National Science
Education standard and will have the s ame
npproa~h as KERA (Kentucky Education
Reform Act). Following the same approach,
students will be responsible for turning in portfolios at the end of the semester.
"The purpose of the program is to provide an
alternative for elementary majors, but other
students who want to take the course can,"
Kobraei said.
Derting said the new course will allow stu-

dents to participate more in the learning
process.
"I think that this method of teaching is very
useful and appropriate," he said. "Only by
/
allowing the students to be a part of the learn·
ing process can they understand what science is
about, other than us simply dictating the information to them."

However, Derting docs not feel that this
method of teaching should replace the traditional system.
"If the student docs not know what a molecule is than he really can't apply the concepts of
a molecule," he said.
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Comer of 4th & Maple - Court Square
Monilay-Frfd ay 10 a.m.-5 p.m. -~.;::~~
Satur day 10 a.m.-l p.m.

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

"Nozl'

111 1 !\VEDA concep t~ ~alo11."

W E'RE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER WITH
UNEQUALED OPPORTUNITIES FOR EMPLOYMENT.

t-1lpha D€lta Pi
would like to welcome our newest
-Blpha Class to the first and finest:
1feather tl rterburn
TamTll.lJ .Bail!J
<nata·lie Beavin
Stac€J) .Buchanan
flmJ.J .5U(9eSS
Beth Ebelhar
Beth 3oster
~ean 1fiter
K.im 1folt
SuJanne 1\eJ

Sam ib.9an
Shannon <nelson
Christine Reiss
tlnJJela Roark
CQJstal Roberts
flTgJela Simpson
<mandee Stetson
CJ.Jnthia Sukouich
f aura TracJ.J
Sarah Vo.9el

W€' r€ so proud of JJOU!

Cut- S12

767-0760

753·4175

The Sisters of

<
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\\\\\\oi..t, ltl...·1.mn.t•llti
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Organizations give io charities Chaney helps South Africa
BY JoHN K. MooRE
NEWS EDITOR

Some people play golf for money, while others
go to jail for money. What they have in common
is that they do it for charity.
For those interested in golf, the Murray State
chapter of the American Society of Safety Engineers will host the Second Annual Stallion Classic four-man golf scramble Sept. 25 at Miller
Golf Course.
The tournament costs $25 to enter for all Murray State students and $35 for non-students.
Play begins at 9:10 a.m.
.
All proceeds will be donated to the Disaster
Emergency Services and the United Way,
according to David Hart, president of ASSE.
In another fundraising effort, business persons across Murray area will be put in jail Sept.
16 to help raise money for the St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital's ''Captured for Kids"
Jail and Bail fundraiser.

Sponsored by Dwain Taylor Toyota and Sigma
Pi Fraternity, approximately 100 persons will be
put in a mock jail throughout the day ~nd held
until "bail" money has been raised to release
each person.
"I'm looking forward to helping out and contributing my time to this cause," said Jo Wilson,
customer service manager at Kroger. "I'm also
glad that Kroger is one of the many participants
in this event."
In the past, the Jail and Bail program raises
an average of $13,000, according to Scott Hinshelwood, regional fundraising chairman for St.
Jude.
For more information on participating in the
ASSE golf scramble, contact David Hart at 3385
or 2488. All entry fees and foursomes must be
turned in before 11 a.m. Wednesday, Sept. 17.
For additional information on the St. Jude's
Jail and Bail program, contact Christian
Keneipp at 0083.

Marty to highlight forum series
BY SHELLEY STREET
STAff WRmt

The College Forum series,
sponsored by the College of
Humanistic Studies, returns
this fall, highlighting a speaker with an international reputation.
Martin Marty, theologian
and professor at the University of Chicago and senior editor
of Christian Century will be
the first speaker on this year's
topic, "Civic Virtue." Specifically, he will speak on "America's Struggle for the Common
Good."
Franklin Robinson, chair of

the College Forum series, said
Marty is the most prestigious
speaker to participate in the
event yet.
"We've gotten several good
speakers in the past years, but
never one the caliber of Martin
Marty," he said.
Marty will speak at 7 p.m.
Oct. 2 in Wrather Hall Auditorium.
Other scheduled speakers
for the series this year include
Frank Elwell, professor of sociology; Bill Schell, professor of
history; Chek.ita Hall, professor of English and James P.
Sterba, professor of philosophy
at Notre Dame.

1997·98 Forum Series
Oct. 2: "America's Struggle
for the Common Good," 7
p.m., Wrather Auditorium
Oct. 29: "Erosion of the Social
Bond," 7 p.m., Room 208, Faculty Hall
Feb. 11: "The Common Good:
The Dark Side," 7 p.m., Room
208, Faculty Hall
Feb. 25: '"This Bridge Called
My Back': Black Women in
America," 7 p.m.• Room 208,
Faculty Hall
March 25: "How to Reconcile
Alternative Conceptions of
Justice," 7 p.m., Wrather
Auditorium

Sigmas love their Pike
coaches. You are the

Joe ~
Senior lectui'W' of
Poadcal Sc:lenc..

BY SHELLEY STREET
STAff WIITU
~t wasn't your average
neighborhood watch sign. The
billboard read, •Any criminal
wrong will be encountered
with immediate violence. You
will be apprehended. You will
be shot. You will die."
This is a typicaJ scene in
suburban South Mrica according to Joe Chaney, professor
of legal studies at Murray
State.
Chaney waa invited to
South Africa in August as
part of a legal education delegation S,POJlSOred by the Citi·
zen Ambassador ~m of
People to People Internation-

al.
Other members of the delegation included Thomas G.
Raptz, currently ranked the
best. lawyer in America, and
Robert F. Utter, retired chief
juatice of the Supreme Court
of Washincto,n.
"It was the biggest thing
I've ever done/' Chaney said.
"''ve done 801!18 big thinp,
but that was huge."
.Membel'8 of the delegation
met with the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, which
Chaney referred to as the
Supreme Court of national
conscience. 'Ibey helped
devise a system to brjng justice to the poor al'ld help the
a.cademi~ disadvan~.

possiblY speeclina up the
proceae of~g the racetom country after the legal

tlce wu asked to
seNe on a cornmillion co hMa
brina Justice co
Soudl Africa.

~

cboeen becauee of hie reputation as an expert on the

Wilt\

fifth and 14th amendinenta,
concerning
due procesa and
abolition of apartheid in 1994.
equal protection, reepectively.
"The evil white gQvemment
that imposed apartheid not • Alao, be laid, he ia the only
only denied the education, but lawyer in the
who haa ~ce as a police
they denied health care, they
denied medical facilities, they oftic:er, proMeUtor. defaMe
denied electricity and runni01 attorney, judp and law profeasor.
water to houses," Chaney
Chaney minc:ed no words
said.
Before the delegation's
when cle8cri~ South Africa.
effort, South Africa had no
"Pm very blunt in terma of
organizational structure to
calling prejudice aud bigotry
provide indigent criminal
what it is · stupid," he said.
defense for the poor, 80 perChaney began fiPtiug
cent of whom cannot aJJDrd
racism in college after be was
legal representation.
beaten, jailed and threatened
"Instead of having them
with death 1»' 10me Miaaiaaipreinvent the wheel. we gave
pi J)C)ljce officers. They IUS·
them the wheel,~ Chaney said. ~d him to be a eiVil n,hts
South Africa .is still suft'er.
worker when they saw his
ing from racial tensions
Miehigan plates and beeauae ,
caused by apartheid and the
a civil rights worker with the
problems stemming from
same last name had recently
them, including a crime rate
been killed there. ~. he
Chaney estimated to be 100
was visiting a friend, but the
times our own.
flght against racism became
'"Our police officers put on
his passion.
their uniform, go to work and
Aa a result of his trip,
may encounter dimger/'
Chaney wants to begin a fac..
Chaney said. "'Their police
ulty and studimt exchange
officers put on their uniform,
with a law School in South
their bulletproof ve.t, their
Africa. He said he has already
armor pia~. They get their
talked to President Kern
Alexander about the idea and
M-16s, their automatic
said he is ..eD.'remely
weapons, and those are their
enthused."
cops.

um.-satea

NAME BRAND SHOES U CLOTHING
so-75% OH Everyday!

~~best! .t.t.t

Thanks Pi Kappa Alpha
foran
~
· awesome Pig Out!

t-r

THE

and Crltninal J.._

He added, ~cope are
armed like our uaault-military groupe. In their country,
when niJht falls, there are
very few aafe places."
Chanev said he believes he

we have what you
want for all of your
family pharmacy
needs.

Olympic Plaza
(Behind Sulnvay}

Additional J.O% off with MSU J.D.

604 S. 12th St.
753-7688

"INSIDE STORY"

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH WOULD LIKE TO INVITE ANYONE WHO MAY BE
INTERESTED IN LEARNING ABOUT THE CATHOLIC RELIGION TO AN OPEN
INQUIRY SESSION

AT

7 PM

SEPT.

23

IN GLEASON HALL

(THE OLD CHURCH BUILDING ON THE CORNER OF 12TH AND PAYNE)
THERE IS NO OBLIGATION ATIACHED, BUT FOR ANYONE WHO WOULD LIKE TO CONTINUE,
WE WILL CONTINUE THE SESSIONS EACH TUESDAY.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

502·753-3876

Sunday - Thursday
10 a.m.- 11 p.m.
Friday - Saturday
10 a.m.- 12 a.m.

EVERYDAY

3 MOVIES ONLY $7.50
KEEP FOR 2 DAYS
OLDER MOVIES

$.99

Everyday
VIDEO SUPER STORE

The sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma
would like to welcome their
new members
Tina Arle
Whitney Knopp ~
Kim Boldry
Allison McDanie
Natalie Brown
Rachel Miller
Kendra Bryant
Katie Nelsen
Staci Carlisle
Nancy Norstrom
Christian Cruce
Misty Reid
Laura Dougherty
Michelle Rigg
.Sonya Faulkner Rebecca Roberts
Kathleen Fitzpatrick Nicola Ross
Kelly Flowers
Kim Rush
Jenny Gillespie
Allison Russell
Rachel Heaton
Annie Savas
Juliana Hite
Jennie Schinner
Heather Jessup Beth Ann Slinker
Carrie Johnson
Brooke Thomas
Kim Kamber Stephanie Warford
Beth Weeler
Congratulations Mandy
on a fantastic rush!
Sigma Jove,
your sisters

Do you have an opinion? If so, send it to Viewpoint at The News
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Wilson forsees positive future
"This poster has really been
encouraging," he said. "It has
also been a learning experience
because it takes coordination
between the fraternities and
IFC. There is no room for error."
The unified poster makes it possible for potential rushees ~o see
the events of all the fraternities.
In the past there had been accusations of fraternities tearing down the rush
posters of rival fraternities. It is new IFC's goal
to keep the rivalry between fraternities on the
intramural fields.
"There have been several changes tossed
around, but nothing implemented yet," he said.
"We, as an Executive Council want to get away
from the policy of running things like a dictatorship. All things are voted on after the IFC
members have had time to inform their fraternities of the proposed changes".
Wilson hopes giving each fraternity a chance
to express their opinions through IFC representatives will lead to support for any policies
which may be implemented by IFC.
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Steps to studying

jeff Wilson:
As IFC presl·
dent, Jeff Wilson sees posl·
tJve steps
toward unity
of fraternities
on campus.

BY CHRIS BINDEWALD
STAFF WRITER

As Jeff Wilson enters the
1997-98 school year as the
Interfraternity Council president, he feels the organization
in on the right path.
Wilson, 21, is from Fancy
Farm and is a member of Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity. He inherits a position
which offers a difficult challenge - promoting
unity among fraternities. Past IFC councils
have promised to accomplish this feat, but have
had mixed results.
However, Wilson feels the last IFC made
strides in the right direction.
"Guys like Shawn Smee (former IFC president) and the last IFC have made our job
easy," he said. "Now it's time for us (the current
IFC) to implement some changes".
·
Wilson has implemented a change that can
actually be seen and not just talked about.
Rush posters, which show the rush schedules of
all of the fraternities, can be seen around campus.

•

University celebrates anniversary
Bv CHLOA
CoN rlt!BUTING

ents of the 1997 Golden Horseshoe Award. This year the
winners are: Freed Curd '59, a
legislator in the Kentucky
House of Representatives;
Mike Hamilton '70, director of
the VA Medical Center in
Shreveport,La.; and Janice
Weaver. former dean of the
College of Education.
The award is given for continuation of service to the University from Murray State
alumni The winners are nominated and selected by members of the MSU Alumni Association.
Murray State was founded
through Chapter 10 of the
Acts of 1922, which specified
the need at that time for a
school dedicated to teacher

MARDIS
WRJna

Murray State students may
show a little more pride than
usual in their alma mater this
month as the University celebrates its 75~ anniversary.
Founders' Day, as it is commonly called, will commence
VVednesday, Sept. 17,atthe
Wrather West Kentucky Muespm. An awards ceremony will
begin at 1 p.m. followed by a
reception at the Wrather
MuseUm. The awards ceremony and reception are open to
the public.
The ceremony will feature
speechs from University President Kern Alexander as well
as speeches from the recipi-

education. Numerous places
were listed as possible locations for the University,
including: Bentonj Clinton,
Henderson, Hopkinsville,
Mayfield, and Morganfield.
However, through the work
of Judge Rainey T. VVells,
more than $100,000 was
raised from the people of Calloway County, assuring the
school would be located heJ;"e.
On Friday Sept. 1, 1922,
Murray was officially chosen
as the site for the University,
originally named Western
State Normal School.
"It is not what the people of
Murray have promised to do
but what they have already
done," Wells said about the
contributions.

Danny VowelVStaff

Moderate weather permitted outside activities this week and ~ome students even took
time to study.

507 N.

Sharon Wmchester
and Pam Patton

12th Street
(Hwy. 641)

Clothing and Skin Care
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Come Ia for lktD cue
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use your MSU Student ID
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Sports Brief')
Racers head to
Carbondale
After last week's loss in
BOwling Green, the Racers
travel to Carbo ndale Ill. to
take on the SIU Salukis at
I :30 p.m. at McAndrew
Stadium.

Yard

Ruggers try for first
win at Carbondale
After practicing the past
two weeks, the MSU
wo me n's rugby team will
star t its second seaso n
with a game in Carbon, dale, Ill. at I p.r:n.

Racers hosting
'youth night'
. When the Murray State
fo o t ball Racers return
home next Friday for thier
game against Sout heast
Missouri, t here will be a
free concert held in tent
city as part of t he tailgate
party.
Zilch, the acco mpaning
band of Christian rock
group D.C. Talk will perform in concert. The concert will begin at 5 p.m.

Cross country
heads to UT-C
The Murray State cross
country team will try to
duplicate the feat of winning its first match Saturday and Sunday at the UTChattanooga Invitational In
Chattanooga, Tenn.

Clarification
Last week it was reported that the crew team was
looking to fill ten spots, in
actuality the team is looking to form a new novice
squad, which wo uld possibly do uble the size of.the
team.
• I

SpotL(!:Jht
Reginald Swinton,
Trena Fish
Reginald Swinton . and
Trena Fish are in this
week's Racer Spotlight.
Swinton, a 6-2 wide
receiver from Uttle Rock,
Ark., led t he Racers in
receiving with 76 yards o n
three catches, suppo rting
the
Race r
comeback
against Western Kent ucky
Saturday.
Fish, a 6- 1 freshman middle hitte r from Champaign,
Ill., recorded a career-high
13 kills to he lp the Racers
reco rd their sole victo ry
at t he ISU to urnament.
She also added nine digs to
help t he Racers defensive
charge.

HustleP/aJ'
Lemieux elected to
NHL Hall of Fame
Former Pittsburgh Penguin Mario Lemie ux was
elected to the Hall of
Fame t his pa~t week. He is
only t he ninth playe r in
league history to have t he
mandatory
t hr:ee-year
waiting period waived.
before being inducted.

Johnson: Hell of· ·a bargain
•Football: Even after coming back from a 23-point
deficit in the second half.
the Racers fell short
against Western 52-50 in
Bowling Green Saturday
night.
Bv

GREG STARK

SPORTS EDITOR

Racer head coach Denver
Johnson knows a good show
when he sees i t - even if his
team came u p short in this Saturday night feature.
"We played football for three
hours and 40 minutes, and
there were 102 points scored ,"
Johnson said. "I don't know
what a ticket around here
costs, but it sounds like a hell of
a bargain to me."
And a bargain it was. Full of
drama, suspense and a twoquarter long dramatic pause,
Saturday night's game between
Western Kentucky and MSU
came down to a two-point difference.
The score was 52-50, in favor
of the home Hilltoppers. The
game was on the line, with a
t wo-point conversion t he only
thing keeping the Racers from
extending the game to a fourth
overtime.
Racer quarterback Dan Loyd
barked out the signals, and he
took the snap. Loyd rolled back
and looked for options, and he
saw none. He decided to go for
the tie himself.

Shirley Martirv'Guest

Tight end Je rome Warren (25) and offensive lineman Hark Robinson (71) assist quarterback Dan
Loyd off the fie ld after he was knocked down on the field after diving toward the goal line In an
effort to tie the pme at 52 and send it to a fourth overtime.

However, he came up one
yard short, as Western linemen
stuffed him as he tried to dive
up the middle. Loyd lay dazed
on the field as Western players
ran onto the field in jubilation
~d the Racers walked off the
field in shock of what they had
just witnessed.
The emotional roller-coaster
ride known as Murray vs.
Western ended after a 23-point
comeback by the Racers and 42

combined points by both teams
in the extra periods.
Plenty of emotion was shown
by both sides. For example,
when Loyd threw a short pass
to wide receiver Reginald Swinton and it dropped out of his
hands, the Murray State coaches in the pres~ box, a few feet
away from the press area,
showed their frustration by
making noises of disgust.
Despite t.he halftime deficit,

Warfield tries two
•Football: Wide receiver
Brandon Warfield will try
to play two sports this season after finding success in
high school.
BY GREG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

After sitting out a year due to
Pr oposition 48 restrictions,
Brandon Warfield is ready to
let his star shine on the Murray
State football program.
Warfield, sophomore from
Paducah, played his first game
against Indiana State, but his
presence was mostly felt in Saturday's 52-50 loss at the hands
of the Western Kentucky Hilltoppers.

Warfield helped lead the football team to playoff berths in
football and an appearance in
the KHSAA state high school
boys' basketball tournament in
1996 as a starting point guard
for Paducah Tilghman. He will
also try to pull the two sport
trick at Murray as well.
Warfield has already played
with other members of the basketball team and feels he can
play up to their pace.
"There might be an adjustment with going to the college
game," he said. "I've played
with all the players on the team
and I could keep up with them."
In Saturday night's loss to
Western, Warfield caught three
passes for 45 yards, including

one touchdown pass from quarterback Dan Loyd which gave
Murray' its only lead of the
game in t.he first possession of
the second overtime at 43-37.
Although Warfield played a
major role in the Racers' narrow loss, he still believes he has
more to learn.
"I felt I played well, when the
team needed a big play or a
block, I felt I was there," he
said. "I'm learning, that's what
counts."
Warfield feels that the comeback showed a lot in the team's
caliber.
"We didn't give up," he said.
"That's what really counted .
When you come back like that,
that really shows in a team."

which was 23-7, Johnson
emphasized the positive and let
his ~am know they had plenty
of time left to catch up with the
Hill toppers.
"It seemed like we were playing on our end of the field all
lhe time and we gave up a couple of big scores, we tipped
some balls around, balls that
maybe should have been intercepted or should have been
knocked down and they wind

up catching it for touchdowns,"
he said. "We found ourselves in
a hole and when we came in at
halftime, we just talked about
regaining our composure. We
had two quarters to come out
and win the football game; we
didn't have to come out and win
it all in the t hird quarter, we
needed to start making
progress, we needed to become
productive offensively and we
needed to h ave something good
happen for us defensively."
Johnson was concerned when
the Hilltoppers ran half of the
third quarter otT with a scoring
drive that blew the 'Toppers
lead out to 30-7.
"It scared me when they got
the ball (to start) the second
half, I think they went about
seven and a half minutes (with
the ball) and scored," he said."'
got real concerned at that point
in t ime, the other score on top
of it was bad enough, but they
took seven and a half minutes
off the clock doing that too."
J ohnson realized WKU would
try to protect its lead by running the clock against the Racers.
"'I could see what was coming,- he said. "We kina of found
ourselves on the other end of
where we were against Indiana
State. They had a lead, they
were going to run the ball and
let the clock run. But our kids
battled, we had some guys
make some plays. We were fortunate enough to come back
and tie it."

In5ports
•Volleyball:

-.
fll

1997:
. 1996:
1995:
1994:
1993:
1992:
1991 :
1990:
1989:

Western and Ml.t·
ray have met on
the fo01ball field 62
times since 1931,
when the Hilltoppers defeated the
Racers In Bowling
Green 7-o.
WKU52·50
WKU 44-41
MSU 35-14
WKU 39-13
WKU 44-14
WKU 47-15
WKU 14-Q
Did not play
MSU 17-14

After getting off to
a fast start, the Raeers faltered with
two losses in the
Illinois State tournament in Normal, Ill.
last week.

Page 16
•Footbal.l:
The Racers will try
to bounce back
from their loss to
Western by defeating Southern Illinois
on the road in Carbon dale.

Page 18

1-A should be more like Division 1-AA
It was a classic battle
between two bitter rivals for
the "Red Belt." The Murray
State Racers and the Western
Kentucky H illtoppers waged
war for four quarters and three
overtimes.
It was one of those battles
where there were really no
losers, and the biggest winners
were the fans who were lucky
enough to witness it. You could
compare the game to such
national rivalries as Tennessee-Alabama,
MichiganOhio St. and Florida-Florida
St., but the beauty of the MSUWKU contest compared to the
previous rivalries is that Murray State still has a shot at the
Division I-AA national championship.

)::l,

~·
-~ ! ·.}~

Sports
Toll~
)ASON

YATES

~·

That's right, despite the
heart-breaking two-point road
defeat at the hands of the Toppers, MSU still has more to
look forward to than a seasonending bowl game against the
fourth-best team from the
third-rated conference which
boasts a mediocre record of 6-5.
An early-season loss in Division I-A virtually crushes a

team's hopes at the national
championship. Now, I know
that the Florida Gators won
last year's championship with
one Loss, but this occurrence is
about as frequent as a Kern
Alexander sighting on campus
or a Winslow cafeteria meal be
mistaken for quality food.
I am going to spare everyone
my suggestions on how the
NCAA Divis ion I-A championship should be decided. I
realize this is nearly an impossible problem to solve. However, Division 1-AA has found a
way to successfully pull off the
feat.
Tonight I will go to bed and
thank my lucky stars that Murray State is in Division I-AA, a
place where a football team is

not punished by playing a
nationally-ranked opponent,
giving everything in their heart
but coming up a little bit short.

Yicket t 's Picks
As everyone that has a pulse
has noticed, football season is
upon us again.
It seems that about this time
every year most newspapers,
sports television shows and
everyday Joes place their predictions on football games.
Well, The Murray State News
has decided to follow suit
.f<~or everyone who watches
ESPN's SportsCenler, I am
s ure you have seen Chris
Berman do his weekly predictions on football games. During

these segments, he is affectionately referred to as the Swami.
Well, during my college life I
have acquired the nickname
"Yickett," so our new weekly
feature will be entitled Yickett's Picks (the picks are featured
on page 19).
I hope you enjoy Yickett's
Picks; and for all of you that
might take my advice and lose
some money, I am sorry. Trust
me, I feel your pain.

Jason Yates is a staff writer for
the Murray State News.

Sports
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Losses do not deter volleyball team
•Volleyball: After a quick start
to the season, the volleyball team
falters, losing two out of three
games at the Pepsi I Illinois S tate
University tournament last week
in Normal.
8Y )ASON YATES
STAff WlltTrR

With the Ohio Valley Conference
season quickly approaching and two
tournaments under their belt, the
Murray State volleyball team has a
week to mend their wounds and flne
tune their game for a run at the OVC
title.
The Hacers spent last weekend in
Normal, Ill., at the Pepsi/Illinois State

Univer sity Tournament, competing
against the likes of Illinois State, California and Tulsa.
MSU dropped matches to California
15-6, 15-4, 15-11 a nd Illinois State 153, 15-5, 15-13 before salvaging their
tournament effort with a 15-5, 16-14,
15-5 triumph over Tulsa.
Despite the fact that the competition
was much stiffer at the ISU tournament compared to the Air Force tour nament, Interim coach Sarah Dearworth did not flnd her team's play to
be satisfactory.
"The teams were very good competition, but we did not give them a whole
lot to compete with," she said. "It wasn't that the other teams were doing
anything that great, we just really
played bad."
California nearly doubled the Rae-

ers' total in kills (44-23) and assists
(43-23) to end MSU's four game winning streak.
Match two against Illinois State did
not prove to be much better for the
Racers. MSU committed 24 attack
errors, a nd the Redbirds' .376 hitting
percentage was to much to overcome.
Murray returned to their earlier
season form against t he Tulsa Golden
Hurricane.
Trena Fish , freshman middle h itter
from Champaign, Ill.. had her best day
as a collegiate, recording a team-leading 13 kills in leading the Racers to
victory.
"I felt like we could have taken
either the IHinois State or California
match if we played the we a re capable," Dearworth said.
Despite the difficulties the Racers

encountered at the ISU tournament,
they still own an impressive 5-2 record
uFrom our past tour-.
heading into Tuesday's road match
naments, we know
against the University of Evansville
what we need to
-the last match before the Oh io Valley Conference schedule begins.
work on. By the time
Dearworth said she believes t he
the OVC games
week off between matches will benefit
her squad.
start, we will be
"I am h appy with our starting
where we need to
record," she said. "From our past tour-.
be.,
naments, we know what we need to
work on. By the time the OVC games
-5ARAH D EARWORTII,
start, we will be where we need to be."
MSU
V OLLEYBALL COACH
Melissa DeRan, senior from Fremont, Ohio, said she thinks t he
Evansville match is an important
tun~-up before t he OVC schedule
begins.
hard for them," she said. "It will be a
"It is important that we do not take good stepping-stone after our week of
Evansville lightly and that we prepare practice."

Cross country victorious
-Track: the MSU cross
country teams swept both
the m.ens and womens divisions in their first meet of
the year.
BY GREG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State cross country teams starte"d their season
in impressive fashion last
weekend at the P lough Park
Invitational in Memphis, Tenn.
The men and women swept
both overall track events. The
best fini sher for the men was
Brian Palmer, who missed last

season with a knee injury.
Palmer, sophomore from Benton, finished second in the fourmile run, with fellow Racer
Jason McKinney following in
third.
New blood helped the women
win their overall standing, with
freshmen Rebekah Christman
and Brookley Longworth placing sixth and seventh in the
two-mile run respectively.
Head coach Bob Doty was
pleased with the team's overall
showing.
"We were tickled to death,"
he said. "It was the fl rst time
we swept in men's and worn-

en's. It got us pumped up and
r eady to go."
Doty also believes that with
the team's placement this
week, that their confidence
was boosted.
"The kids think they can win,
they don't go and t hink abou t
where they can place ... they
think they can win," he said.
Doty knows t hat there is still
improvement to go for th is Saturday's meet at UT-Chattanooga.
"What we've got to work on is
getting in better sh ape for the
meet and keep our up our work
ethic."

Dixon/Photo
Members of the cross country team run in the rain this week preparing for their next meet at
UT-Chattanooga Saturday. Both teams won their first meet last weekend In Memphis Tenn.

Introductory Buffet Offer

Try Our New Pizza & Spaghetti Buffet.

starring

VAL KILMER_,.._
ELISABETH
SHUE
JPG·Ill

~

ROBIN WIWAMS •BILlY CRYSTAL

For a limited time only.

~JttlffiS'

Lunch: 5299 11 a.m.- 2 p.m.
Dinner: s399 5 p.m. - 8 p.m.

IPIH~~ '"~

Offer good on d ine-in only, not valid with any other offer.
Exp. Sept. 30

767-9070

111 N. 12th St.

Monday thru Thursday
ALL TAPES & GAMES
for $3 .. 00

Spend <new

~ear's

fve in .Paris

Jnternational Business Seminars
Winter Seminar Prqgram
'Dec. 26, 1997 · ~an. 11, 1998

Visit:
London
Paris
Geneva
Black Forest & Cologne (Germany)
&Amsterdam

In Loving Memory
of our brother

Interact with top-level executives from such
companies as
Swiss Bank Corporation, DuPont, John De~re,
Ford
and several others.
Earn Three Credit Hours.

INZAX,

Find Out More:

The brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha
Lambda Eta Zeta

Informational Meeting
Thursday, Sept. 18
88405
or contact Dr. Gary Brockway, 762-6202
Department of Management and Marketing
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lntramurals ready to go
•Intramurals:
MSU
intramural
atheletics
gears up for another exciting year of RC, Greek,and
independent play.
Bv EDDIE GRANT
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

So you may not be good
enough to start for the football,
baseball, or basketball teams.
Or you may be proficient in
another sport. Well then intramural athletics have your
name written all over them.
It is fairly simple to get
involved, just go to your residential college athletic director, or the Intra-collegiate ath-

letics office in the Curris Center and sign up for a team. ·
There will be 24 sports in
which residential college,
Greek and independent teams
will compete for top honors in
their respective categories. The
member of each bracket that
acquires the most individual
sports wins will · be crowned
champion of that division.
Intramural
Coordinator
Sherri Gallimore says it is a
bonus having the deadlines for
each sport listed on page 14 of
t he student directory.
"With the deadlines in the
directory we can reach almost
everyone in the residential colleges, and most of the commuters, as they usually pick up

17

All in the family

a directory as well," she said.
In regards to Murray State's
intramural participation rate,
Gallimore believes that it is
very high.
"I went to a national convention this past summer and
found out that our participant
rate at 63 percent, is higher
than t he University of
Louisville which has 55 percent
participation.
The deadlines for softball,
Residential college soccer,
Gr eek tennis and two-person
golf have passed. But th e deadline for twilight softball is Sept
18, and flag football Sept. 2, so
there is still time left to enter
those.

MSU shooters set sights for success
•Rifle: The MS U Rifle
club team readies for its
first match.. Which will be
Sept 27 versus Ut-Martin
at the Pat Spurgin R ifle
Range.
BY EDDIE GRANT
ASSISTANT SPOR1'S EDITOR

Like all other athletic programs at Murray State has, the
rifle team is in preparation for
what they nope to be another
successful year.
Also, like other teams, the
shooters have had their share

of losses and gains. Team coach
ElVis Green said that he has
lost two of his top four shooters
from last year, one due to graduation, the. other to academic
ineligibility.
Despite these losses, Green
said he has picked up three
female freshmen who win fill
out his squad nicely: Ann Procter of Westland, Michigan;
Emily ·sheffield from Covington; and Crystal Kern from
Laramie, Wyoming.
Green also believes that the
experience of his two returning
freshmen will provide leadership for the rest of his team.

"I believe t hat t he two seniors
will buckle the seat belt and
lead us to where we want to
go," Green said. He added that
returning shooters Meegan
Vasek, Michael Punchochar
and Matt Livesay are showing
promise as well.
The Racers' frrst test of the
year won't come for two weeks,
when they will take on UTMartin in a match on Sept. 27.
Green said that he isn't too concerned about his team not winning t he match. He said that
UT-Martin is in the midst of a
serious rebUilding process, due
to atrician and ~aduation.

Chris Weather! y/Senior. Photo~rapher

Juliana Hite, freshman from Florence, concentrates on a return d uring wo m en's tennis
practice Wednesday. Hite's parents are also graduates of Murray Stat e University.
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Varlet~ & Pawrt
Great Deals on CDs,
musical instruments, S~ga,
Super Nintendo and
Playstation Games.
Loans on virtually anything!

7'ltZ~hmtZn to ftZt lnvolv11d in
1/ppllaationJ

I

got 7'tflJhmfln £/t~ctlo!U

lf'tfl avall&ft~ in thfl gql/ o-ugicfl.
1/pp/icatio!U atfl du.fl at ht9h. noon on
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Stranger Than ·

Fiction
For your
convenience,
an expanded
dining r oom

Sorry, no
minors after
9 :30p.m.

Maceimize
your Mac· ·

We're your path
to the Internet

Wf l'U y ANV Sfll
CPS , T.liPfS, .ANP RfCORPS
posters
jewelry
candles
t obacco

LDD, lnc.is the reliable path for you to follow to the Internet, To
subscribe to LDDNet call

1-800-455-1608.
LDDNet is clearly the bestl
LDDNet is the Internet service provider for The Murray State News.

A· K • P.SI

T·shirts
106 S. 3rd
.tapestries
Paducah, KY
incense
accessories '502) 443-2277

This coupon is good for $1 off any $5 purchase
Expires Sept. 26, 1997

A LPHA KAPPA PSI THE PROJWIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNITY

FALL RU!iH '97

MONDAY

BOWLING NIGHT

8P.M.

CURRIS CENTER GAMEROOM

TUESDAY

VOLLEYBALL NIGHT

6P.M.

HESTER HALL LOBBY

WEDNESDAY ROAD RALLY

7P.M.

BUSINESS BUILDING BREEZEWAY

THURSDAY

and get 507. more~ for juet 504 morel
Tf1e new Mega Mac is here. Tt's your favorite Big Mac Sandwich,.
only 50% bigger. And for a limited time (September 8- 28), yo11 can
get 011e for just 50¢ more t11an tlte specially-priced Big Mac.
So stop by today for a mega sandwich at a mega valtiel

305 S. 12t11 Street

PAGUAI'S

7:30P.M.

(PROFESSIONAL DR~SS, INVITE ONLY)

'•

SUNDAY

BARKLEY ROOM

4:30P.M.

(PROFESSlONAL DRESS, INVITE ONLY)

All business majors & minors are eligible to join.

Get Involved Now!
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Second win(d)
key for Racers
•Preview: Murray State
tries to get over an emotional loss to Western Kentucky by defeating SIU this
weekend.
BY EDDIE GRANT
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Danny Voweii/Staff
Racer defensive back Sebastian jackson, with fellow defe nsive back Darre ll Smith looking on,
stretches during practice this week. After falling to W este m Ke ntucky last week 52-SO in triple
overtime, the Racers hope to improve their record to 2- 1 Saturday at So uthern Illinois. This will
be the first time that Hurray will meet the Salukls with former Racer coach Mike Mahoney on
the opposite sidelines. Mahoney Is the special teams and defensive line coach fo r SIU.

After a game that seemingly
had no end, but eventually
ended in a loss, the now 1·1
Murray State Racers hope to
bounce back into the win column this weekend in a matinee
game against the Southern Illinois Salukis.
Murray State head coach
Denver Johnson, hopes by kickoff time Saturday the excr-

cuiatingly long loss to the 'Top·
The 17th ranked Racers will
pers will be little more than a be taking on a fo rmer coach
bad memory.
along with the Salukis when
"I told the guys that they had the travel to Carbondale tomoreight hours to get over it, then row - Mike Mahoney, who
you have to wake up and put it coached the Racers from 198792. This well be the first time
behind us," he said.
Johnson was already think- ever in which Mahoney will
ing ahead to the SIU game face the Racers since he was
while at the same time trying frred after acquiring a 23-41·1 '
to recover from his first loss as record.
Mahoney, now the special
the Racer's head man.
"We gotta watch our film, teams and defensive line coach
we'll get their film in, we don't for the Salukis is nervous.
..It will be kind of strange,"
really know what they are
about yet so this was a tough Mahoney told The Paducah
loss emotionally," he said. "We Sun. "I will know more of the
need to get a good plan of people on the visitors side than
attack for them like we did the home.
Kickoff is set for 1:30 pm at
against WKU, and hopefully
SIU's McAndrew Stadium.
we'll execute well ."

Palmer .puts team ahead of self in track endeavors·
.

BY GREG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

When one comes back from sitting
out a seasc;m due to an injury, it may
come as a s1,1rprise if t hat person succeeds well right out of the gate.
However, Brian Palmer is doing just
that.
Palmer, sophomore from Benton,

Ky., finished second in the men's four·
mile run at the Plough P ark Invitational in Memphis. His finish helped
propel the men's cross-country team to
victory in that meet.
Palmer sat out most of last season
due to a foot injury, and this ·is only
the second cross-country race that he
has ever run in college.
His finish was best among all the

Thanks
to the
.
Brothers of IlKA
for an awesome
Pig-Out!
--Panhellenic Council

Cal! ttulluj

members of the men's team, with each
of the menibers placing in the top 30.
Consistent placing in each of the
events helped the Racers to an overall
wm.
Palmer believes that this year's
team is has some depth.
"We've got four guys that can step
up and run the one slot this year," he
said. "We got a good team this year."

He believes the best thing that he first for the rest of the season.
could do to help himself is help the
"'n cross-country, as a team, my goal
is to come up tops in the OVC," he
team.
"Right • now. I'm trying to concen- said. "By the end of the season, fd like
trate on the team, getting the team to to tum some heads with the team winrun in a pack," he said. "That is one of ning the OVC and making the regionala.
the keys to having a good team."
Putting the team first before anyThe team's next meet will be the
thing else in cross-country is his ulti- UT-Chattanooga Invitational Saturmate goal. He wants to put the team day.

The Brothers of

ambda Chi Alpha
would like to congratulate our
1997-98
Sweetheart

Sherry Patrick

Non-Traditional
Chair Interviews
Applications Available~
in ~Office
Due by Friday,
Sept. 12, at Nom
Interviews Tuesday,
,,.~Sept. 16 at 5 p.m.

6e~t

HOMECOMING BANNERS
AND SIGNS

5I\ ~ig '}Danks to 51\ll
of the PX, Cj)anbellenic

r--------------------,
MSU Students Save

'6ouncil, 8( ~
C§inny 'R!,cberson
for a C§reat CRysb!
-tpanbellenic ceouncil

/

~~$D[
The Episcopal Church Welcomes You! .
St. Jo~'s Episcopal Church
1620 Main St. 753-6908
Sundays: The Holy Eucharist 8 & 10:30 a.m.
Inquirers Class 9:15 a.m.

$1

on

II!

Lunch

~

Di nner

:l:la.m.-2 p .m.

~

S-9 p.m.

lunch or dinner buffet!
Good at Murray store only.
Expi res: 9-2S-97

L----- - --------------~
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Colorado, Miami, Murray
members of chosen ones

Give me one more shot

Colorado at Michigan

Vickett's Picks

This match -up has been one
of the most exciting and dramatic confrontations in college
football the past few years. In
1994, a 64-yard "Hail Mary"
wit h no time remaining on the
clock crush ed
Mich igan's
national championship hopes.
Last year, with Michigan leading 20-13, the Buffaloes tried
the same play but fell short.
This year's showdown in Ann
Arbor, Mich ., will be the rubber
match. Despite having the
home field advantage, Michigan has yet to play a game and
might not be ready for such a
powerhouse as Colorado. The
Buffaloes high-powered offense
will put enough points on the
board for victory.
Yickett'a pick · Colorado 34,
Michigan 28

Murray State 31
EASTERN KY. 27
LOUISVILLE 24
AUBURN 41
GEORGIA 23
LSU 28

Arkansas 20
MIAMI (FLA.) 38
TEXAS 23

Notre Dame 23
N. CAROLINA 42

usc 35

KANSAS CITY 23
Detroit 27
Oakland 37
MINNESOTA 21
Baltimore J.4
Arizona 26
SAN DIEGO 17
SAN FRAN. 27
DENVER 35
Seattle 20
N. ENGLAND 41
DALLAS 30

Miami at Green Bay

Danny Voweii/Staff

Kyle Sowney, senior from Franklin, prepares to shoot during a pickup game behind
Franklin Hall Wednesday.

The Green Bay Packers are
the defending Super Bowl
champions and many people
feel they will have another ring
by the end of the season. The
Packers ran into a speed bump
last week falling to Philadelphia 10-9. The Dolphins are 2-

0, but are not getting in respect
considering they are 11 112
point underdogs. This game is
a battle of two of the best quarterbacks of the last half-century in Green Bay's Brett F avre
and Miami's Dan Marino. The

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS I0
Western Ky. 24
Illinois 14
Ole Hiss 7
South Carolina 9
MISS. STATE 12
SHU 14
Arizona St. 13
UCLA 21
PURDUE 3
Stanford 27
Washington St. ~ I
Buffalo 13
CHICAGO 17
ATLANTA 16
Tampa Bay 20
NY GIANTS 23
WASHINGTON 24
Carolina 13
New O rleans 13
St. Louis 14
INDIANAPOLIS 15
NY jet& 21
Philadelphia 17

Packers have all the accolades
and credentials, but don't count
out any J immy Johnson
coached squad. You might
think I have gone mad but ...
Yickett's pick • Miami 23,
Green Bay 20
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fm·Z77R

ORIVER.<;, OTR • P:uta:d 10 home <'OOklngi'

Pll. lu.• :a ~rJntecd l)t)frlt: (1011<.)" No
Nl:!. C:mJd:l. NYC. :>in¢o & k:im.'l. No
loJJm}l & unloac.lllll!. New convendon.1la
fur l"l 50 rc.-:~m, , Min 23, I y...,r 011!, qll
"' ith HAZ-MAT. ~05 EO!>.
I)R!Vf'ICS • o ..rner -oper:uor &-rornpcmy
driver, the woru·.. out. SUverE:lglc/Arnold
is loolun11 to top qU31if..-d driven< in your
~rt:a. G=t f>:lCk:Jj!e! Call H()l).lloi/i-4321.

OIU\'I!R'>. OTR • Orivcr.o nc.~ lmmcdl·
:nc:lt. Hom~ fllll!ll ..,......,Jcc:nd-1, top r:ne~.
tup hend'it pada~. )'c:lt•rntmc.l ridc:r.o,
40IK plu.• f":f\,iof,, lxmu.~. no "e,q
<"cXJsl.
C:udan;~l
FfdJ!ht,
uwncr
Ofl<.'rJtorknmp:an)' <.Inver.. Wl0-346-15-12,
)<><", UllrA . EOE, MIF
f>R!YF.RS • W~:Nway Exf>rt:~' ~<ekiO)( c•p.
OTR Wll1['101ny driw"" & nwnc:r npcr:IU>rll
'C.<Hnpany driwn. up '" -~~ q>m •n;o
('lCftl:tli,I)(C .S.mih:a)(e '"llllr:o•t .av:all.ahk•
•vr f'l't'l!r:lm wirh so c.l'"'"· ' IUK mile:
Jlll<lt:Jn1t"t•. (Jnlltcd n:stnthon• :tpply. Call
1>.•1 Jones ll()(}.,:l!l·9734. www WY.CX·

Family Weekend Celebration
Friday, Sept. 19

lull<lll,

(TBA)
Tent City area

j.lt"lllZI

>uite,, fin.-rlt<>t·.~ . l••vc Walk

Urick , Rev. 1!t.l Taylor R00· 3·a6·Zn9

C'.A.~H

GET MARRIEO • llmoky Motull;lan.• un::~&
nlOt'll 1><.-auuful d1Jpc:l..., Chri,tian ,;c;""in..,.,

I'OR HOMEOWNERS · Cn:<hl prul>·
lemvhgc.l crcdu OK No arpUt:~tlon fCto:;
IIRIH44-9')()H
Din:<·t
1\<:tUucky
Lc:ndcr/ Nill brokd. Otill Ct>Oii<~id:ltion,
h<>me bnpro\c:tnerll.>, bnd u)(llr:ta$. 1\IC

hup:/iwww.~tlanhur)tdl:tfl<:l<.<nrn

oom(llt.1,. :lrr:lfll!':tll<!l'lb. l~emcymo<ln &
bmily c::tlxn,, j;ic;"UZZJ, lm::nht:aklng vlewll.

w..~ Cl~:~pels 1100-89.}-7274, Vactkm

~k~c.

lodgl~

11Rf:.D OF CREDTfOR~? · Free ddx

hap:www.vk:.C<>OI/ .hnpline/ch:tpdldtap
cl.hun

roo-

!i<>lidatK>n. App with ..:nic.eo;, Afl().7S'I·
1740.

MOIIII.E HOME LOANS • S% down, n:f~
nannnR. <."<JUa!}' ln>n. Free '>CIIt:r' pa<ka)!e,
land "' home lc!Un•. t~reen Trt:e flnandal
tl(XJ..2li-Al04 or A00-5'>-l·R717.
liRA7.JUAN :>11JT)ENT • Sc-:mduLIVIJn,
Grmun , F.uropeao, South Amcn<'tln,
A.•lln. Ru.""'" cxch;mll" l01latlc:n11i an.::n<.J.
lnj! hal!h "honl. licromc ~ Mst

lmg_OI}I

800-634·5814

ROMANTIC CANOlEUCiHT WI!()I liNGS ·
t...m.oJlly de<.urJtt:d, o:lqt.snl full I'C!\in:
thapc:l, e~U for wc:dcly hf'<X~;a l~. llntlq'·
moron c.thln,. 11repl:~ccs, j;KU7.ZL', stay
chtt:e ni!Cht' lounh fn.-c. Ci;nlanhla r~. T~n·
oes.'>tt 1100-933-7464. ll<lO·WFP-RIN<l
A BI!AlJTTFUL CHAPEL W~.DI>ING • In
chc Smoky Mount3an.' C.:ldinhta!)l'o Unlc
I.Dj! Cha,PI!l Charmin)(, mana no ic. llofc.L.·N
nation:ll park A dn:ant wt-ddinR ro ~~
your l-.ut4!et IIXI-">'i-4· HSI . SCP
PANAMA CITY BP.IICH • Solnclplper·lhron lk-.>ch Re.on. 539 !1-4 f'Ct"'OS).

RI!Maw:tnl. 3 poob (I Indoor>, h<x tuh
R 0 0 • 4 A 8 • II 8 2 A •

Qu<.-.:n So7.e w;uerbcc.l, fl<:'Jdhounl wi<h

'I

www.~ndpapethe:lmn <Yll'll

'helve' .md mlmll'. Good cnmlirlon Mu.o,t

•dl Call 759-3007
WOI.fl' TANNING HF.I> • Tan .at home.
liuy dll"t'~:t •tnd l>:lve! Cpmmc:rdal o r hnmc
IHttls fn>ll1 Sl9\).00 l.tlw munthly P•Y·
ntc:ms Fl'l!t: <~>lOT <':ltalng Call rnday l!l)(l·

Attorneys at Law

Place your classified
ad today!

407 Maple St.
Murray

GALE COOK

8:30 a.m. Attend classes with your student

tl'Novelty Activities
Derby Bungee
Double Shot Basketball
Giant Slide
Rock Wall
Miniature Golf
*Residential College Competition
U'Bands and DJs
~'!Food and Beverages
(available for purchase)
~(University Store
MSU logo apparel
7:30 p.m. Racers vs. SEMO
Stewart Stadium
Call 762-4895 for tickets
10 p.m. Drive-In Movie

KEA lJTIFUL ·Cf\NI>l i!UGHT 0!.1>I'ASHIONEr> WEJ)I>INC • Smoky Maunt>ln.~ near G:dllnhurg. ovl:l'loolon!! ri\-er.
ilonoe-dr.~wn c:arri:Jge, c.-.ohir\.•, l;lt'UUi,
Of<bint.od rnin!:«en.. No IO'IS nr "".uta~
He:utl:uxl ~197 (VO\li'SJ.
\lARRY ON A MOL't>.TAIN • £\o: m:un~:d
In our m:agnlf~ mountilmt>p ~
~urroondcd hy tree. & ~We~<:lrtle vieWll f
the G"-'21 Smoley Mount.1lns! C:IIIII00-72').
41365. hnp/lwww.nwdoapo:l.mm
A

Ftw Ptq~nanc:y Te>linR Ltfdlnt""' 75:;.
071)()

f;unl!y/ AN!. CllllO).:O.IRLING t>hw.Jid>-

OIU\ fJVOTR • ~l.lkc S.:S,JOO:. month • ..33
t"f'm hndudalljl wrp ~y). dnve '94-97
Kt:nwonh c:quapm.:nt. 7 1.· lik"t:pC"I"l'. lull
bc:ncfil,, :.im<lc:. ~1d hobc.b)'li, 110<xl
mu...,, c:-.1m money. Call uxbyl fi00.6JS.
fl6tioJ, exr . K 1107
llRIVER~. MILE.S AI)() liP Wmt IIOR·
NAI>Y! • S~1Jl Uf' to jl( a male, tarp P'•V.
homl'<:~. r;a'"'-' up to 3()c a nule. A''l~nt'<l
~:onv~ntiPtmb, hcnc:fat,, ntnrd lturn:o.ly
Tnwk Uno:. SU 1-3. \li/K 7.~ C'-T. WJ0-6.111·
9liM t•Xt liT 135.

• l'icw '2000 PSI

PSI $999. Frer turbn nnzzlt•! Call f<X Ire.:
<":Uak'l! flOO.7!16-9Z74 <21 hout"Nl

A BEAUTIFUL CHAPFIJt:tii'RCH CIIRIS.
11Al'l WEODING • Gatlinh1.ar11'' orij!anal
C.int"t: 19801 Photugr:tphy, ntiL,K". ilu\wr,,

000.

7,\S-'52111>.
f)IUVERS. OTR • Single:. and ream:l ll(.oeU·
~-d. Cum('<;"lattve fl'ay, 0\\.'l.lk:ll hcrwOl<.
:~S~<iwwd <'tlfl\'cntion.lls. Mmumun 22. 6
nlOOII~' TfT t:Xpci'I<!I'IC<: 0111 Roadrunner
()t-.tnhutlon t<XL)' ll0(}.79f).IIIRR.

a.EANER.~!

$Ji9, 2500 PSI $599, 3l00 I'SI $1179, 4000

I>RIVER. ARE YOU TIRED OF LOW
HOIJRS & LOW PAY?· Rnc:hl has :a tnp I·
pay p;~<:k:Jj!e pc:r 111e Narional Su~ of
Driv.-r Wajle'< hy Si,RnPot~t. Greut hom<:
Ttme. 9~ no touch. Snlo nt ream; v:an o r
llat11Cll. Talk 10 our drivcnc. 1100-467-63-1~
WWW.ROEHI..NF.T

COOK&COOK

Saturday, Sept. 20
Tent City Area
Noon

842·1310.
PRESSURE

Attorney at Law
753-0400

Fax: 753-0450

Playing contemporary
Christian music ...
24 hours a day.

New-s

20
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J Board to hear sexual misconduct case
-Judicial Board: Board
to hear closed case of
alleged sexual misconduct
of a male student.
BY )ENNIFfR SACHARNOSKI
VIEWPOINT EDITOR

The Judicial Board will hold a
hearing
today concerning
charges of sexual misconduct
against a male student, according to Mike Young, assistant to
the vice president of student
affairs. Both parties requested

anonymity and a closed hearing.
As stated in Murray State
University's Policy on Sexual
Assault in the Student Life
Handbook, sexual misconduct
includes sexual assult and/or
rape. The handbook also states
that the job of the Judicial
Board is not to determine guilt
of the student "beyond a reasonable doubt" as in criminal
proceedings, but to determine
probable violation of campus
policy.
The Judicial Board is made

up of seven members: three
members of the student judicial
board, three faculty members,
and one administrative staff
member.
At the hearing, both students
will have a chance to present
their sides of the case. Both stu·
dents will have an opportunity
to call witnesses and present evidence on their behalf. Although
no attorneys will be present,
each side has the right to have
an adviser, who can be another
student, faculty or parent.

Once the determination has
been made, the Judicial Board
has the power to acquit the
accused student or to impose
sanctions accordingly. The
board has the authority to refer
the student to counseling, put
the student on probation or, in
some cases, recommend expulsion.
After the hearing is over, if
formal sanctions are imposed,
the charged student has the
right to appeal within five
working days.

GREEN
Conlinued from Page 1
"What a loss its going to be for
MSU and humanity in general."
"Jeff was a great friend to
MSU and I considered him to
be a friend of mine," Alexander

REGENTS
Contin4Cd from Page 1·
2003.

Ford has been on the board
since 1'992 and holds a degree
from MSU. Her tenn expires

said. "I admire him because of
the way he went about his business (after he found out about
his illness). He changed nothing. Not once did he complain;
he was always smiling and in
good spirits."
Green had known of his heart
condition for some time before
his death.
in 2003.
The other members of the
board are VVells Lovett fro~
Owensboro, Tom Burich of·
Lexington, Phillip Lanier from
Louisville and Chairman Sid
Easley ~f Murray.

1!1

i"'

i

Buy recycled.

It would

mean tl1e world to them.

Thanks to you, all sort,; of l'VCI)·,Iay products are king made fr~·m materials
you've recycled. But lo keep recycling ,.·orlrin~ for the future, you need t.l look
for tha c products and buy them. For a fn.., broduuc, calll-800-C'AI.L· f:DF.

· ·--·

ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENSE
FUND

&EPA

~ '-~

EBF

r------------------------$2 O FF ANY N
$1 O FF

WELCOME
MSU STUDENTS

'•

Offers Free Confidential
Pregnancy, and STD Testing.
This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Department.
For further information, dial

76Z·3809
Monday-Friday
a a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

~till Hwen't halt\at ~~re looWn' hr1

A

checking plan designed for you.
Because everyone's checking needs are
not the same, we offer a wide variety of
checking plans. Each plan has different features.
One is sure to fit your individual checking needs.

Take out a CLASSIFIED!
Sunset Boulevard Music
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 block from MSU Dorms! II
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
753-0113

i! 00 Off

s 1 DO Off

5

Ang Ca!i!let:t:e Tapet

Ang Compact: Dlsct

clarion

Exp. Sept. 26

Come on in and check us out.

Main Office
101 South 4th Street

University Office
515 North 12th Street

South Ma nor Office
611 South 12th Street

or any ofour other locations in McCracken, Ballard, Graues, Livingston, and Marshall Countie1.

•lllpcdlld'*'* Car Stereo Specialist - Custom Installation

Peoples Frrst
Member FDIC

~HAvE'A
~
12 10

M A IN

S T.

R ITE AID

.c

GREAT . WEEKE'N'b!

J-P' ·f.·:.

The Murray
S t ate NeLVs

